
KFSM-TV Quarterly Issues/Program List 

 

Description of Programs 

Providing Most Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

2nd Quarter 2011 

April 01, 2011 – June 30, 2011 
 

Locally Produced News Programming 

 

Program Day Time 

5 News at 4:30 AM Monday – Friday 4:30-5:00 AM 

5 News at 5:00 AM Monday – Friday 5:00-7:00 AM 

5 News at Noon Monday – Friday 12-12:30 PM 

5 News at 5:00 PM Monday – Friday 5:00-5:30 PM 

5 News at 6:00 PM Monday – Friday 6:00-6:30 PM 

5 News at 10:00 PM Monday – Friday 10:00-10:35 PM 

5 News at 5:00 PM Saturday 5-5:30 PM 

5 News at 6:00 PM Saturday 6:00-6:30 PM 

5 Sunday Morning Sunday 7:00-8:00AM 

5 News at 5:30 PM Sunday 5:30-6:00 PM 

5 News at 10:00 PM Saturday & Sunday 10:00-10:35 PM 

 

All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix of news, weather, sports and issue-related feature 

stories and segments.  Issue-responsive program segments are usually 90-150 seconds in duration, unless otherwise noted. 5 Sunday 

Morning contains interviews with community leaders/organizations/businesses which are usually from 4-5 minutes in length. 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY Saturday 9-10 PM 

This 60-minute CBS program focuses on an in-depth examination of a crime-based mystery.  Its unique approach delves into a 

single subject and examines it from multiple angles. 

 

FACE THE NATION Sunday 9:30-10 AM 

CBS News Correspondents hosts this 30-minute CBS program that interviews newsmakers on the latest issues.  Guests include 

government leaders, politicians, and international figures in the news that take part in a lively roundtable discussion focusing on 

current topics. 

 

60 MINUTES Sunday 6-7 PM 

This 60 minute CBS News program provides a blend of hard-hitting investigative reports, interviews, feature segments and profiles 

of people in the news.  The program usually has three segments, each approximately 12 to 14 minutes in duration. 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM:  Public Service Messages DATE AIRED:  April - June 

 

PROGRAM SUMMARY:  PSAs ran promoting the following: health issues, organizations, events, etc. 

 

Adoption - Cheerleader 

Adoption - The Bird 

AHAF - What My Eyes Have Seen 

American Dental Association - Give Kids A Smile-Pujols 

American Diabetic Association, 

America's Heroes - Usher 

Arkansas Orthopedic Society - Joints Don't Jump 

Believe In Music - Jeff Daniels 

Believe In Music - Nicole Sullivan 

Believe In Music - The Roys 

Believe In Music -Orianthi 

Boys Town Nat'l Hotline - I Imagined-Parent 

Boys Town Nat'l Hotline - Picture That-Teen 

Fight Aids/Tuberculosis/Malaria - The Lazarus Effect 

Julian Hispanic Scholarship Fund 

Partnership/Prescription - Good Values 

Partnership/Prescription - Teamwork 

Pool Safety - Profiles 

Suicide Prevention 

Teen Drinking - Crash Scene 

Teen Drinking - I Drink Because 

Teen Drinking - Prevent Underage Drinking 

Teen Drinking - What Happens Next 

U.S. Youth Soccer - Soccer All Across America 

Veteran's K-9 Corps - Shatner/A Special Mission 

 

 



 

PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT 

OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 
 

CRIME 

Animal Abuse, Family Violence, Drugs, Crime Prevention 
 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  04-09-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Name, Rank and Serial Killer?” - a report on Colonel Russell Williams, a highly-regarded Canadian 

military officer, and a crime spree that began with a series of bizarre thefts of lingerie and ultimately 

led to the discovery that he was a serial killer. In 2007, a series of crimes occurred in and around the 

town of Tweed, Ontario, where Col. Williams lived. In 2009, Laurie Massicotte, one of Williams’ 

neighbors, was sexually terrorized in her home. Shortly afterwards, Marie France Comeau, a corporal 

at Trenton Airbase, where Williams was stationed, was beaten, raped, and suffocated to death. There 

were no leads in either case. Two months later, Jessica Lloyd went missing in the nearby town of 

Belleville, and authorities discovered their first solid clues: tire tracks and boot prints. In 2010, Col. 

Williams was stopped at a random roadblock. Police noticed his tire tracks matched the ones found 

near Jessica Lloyd’s home. He was brought in for questioning and the ensuing battle of wits between 

the colonel and Det. Sergeant Jim Smith, the police interrogator from the Ontario Provincial Police, 

would uncover the details of his chilling double life. After nine hours of interrogation, he confessed, 

and told police where they could find videos of the crimes. The most surprising evidence however, 

were the trophies Williams kept to commemorate his crimes: thousands of underpants, bras and 

camisoles, found in his garage, and photos of him modeling the items. Authorities also found child 

pornography on his computer. In a deal that almost fell apart over the pornography issue, Williams 

pleaded guilty to the murders of Comeau and Lloyd, to two sexual assaults and to eighty-two counts of 

breaking and entering -- the bizarre underwear thefts that started it all. The judge sentenced him to the 

maximum, life behind bars, which he is serving at the penitentiary in Kingston, Ontario. Although the 

Canadian government stripped Williams of his rank, burned his uniform and crushed his car, he got to 

keep his air force pension. Concluding onscreen graphic: Laurie Massicotte is planning to sue the 

Ontario police for failing to protect her from Russell Williams. Interviewed: Laurie Massicotte, Anne 

Marsand Cook, victims; Tim Appleby, crime reporter who is writing a book about Williams; Angus 

Watt, retired general; Paul Ciolino, 48 HOURS consultant; Andy Lloyd, brother of Jessica Lloyd; Jeff 

Farquhar, college roommate; Alain Plante, ex-boyfriend of Marie France Commeau. (C: Susan 

Spencer - P: Joshua Yager, Susan Mallie) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Murder of Louis Allen” - a report on FBI efforts to solve the 1964 racially-motivated murder in 

Liberty, Mississippi of Louis Allen, a black WWII veteran who had witnessed the murder of a black 

civil rights volunteer. The report focuses on the suspected involvement of former Liberty Sheriff 

Daniel Jones in Allen’s murder. Includes interviews with: Cynthia Deitle, FBI, Civil Rights Division; 

Robert Moses, civil rights leader; Julian Bond, civil rights leader; Hank Allen, son of Louis Allen; 

Plater Robinson, historian, Tulane University; Charles Ravencraft, Winbourne Sullivan, residents, 

Liberty, Mississippi; Daniel Jones, former sheriff, Liberty, Mississippi. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham 

Messick, Sumi Aggarwal) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  04-16-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Only Casey Knows” - a follow-up to “The Untold Story of Caylee Anthony” (OAD: 10/17/09). 

Caylee Anthony was a 2-year-old who went missing in 2008, only to be found dead six months later 

near her grandparents’ home in Orlando, Florida, where she resided with her 22-year-old mother Casey 

Anthony. Now, as the trial is about to begin, 48 HOURS takes an inside look at her defense. Her 

attorneys, Jose Baez and Cheney Mason, discuss issues regarding her defense. Their team also consists 



of forensic expert Larry Kobilinsky and entomologist Tim Huntington who say there is not enough 

forensic evidence to prove Casey’s guilt, and even express doubts as to whether Caylee was actually 

murdered. Noted forensic anthropologist and novelist Kathy Reichs is also a defense expert who 

speaks about the case. Jury consultant Richard Gabriel says the most difficult aspect of the case will be 

finding Florida residents who are impartial because of all the attention the case has garnered: many are 

convinced that Casey Anthony was responsible for her daughter’s death. Florida attorney general Pam 

Bondi, a former prosecutor herself, speaks about the prosecution, and is convinced the state has 

enough evidence for a conviction. There also has been speculation that the defense will try to pin the 

murder on Casey’s father, George Anthony. Also interviewed are forensic expert and former member 

of the defense team, Linda Kenney Baden who comments on this; and fiancé-turned-friend Jesse 

Grund. Includes previously seen interviews with Cindy and George Anthony, parents of Casey 

Anthony. Concluding onscreen graphic: Opening arguments in the trial are expected to begin May 17. 

The judge has the right to have jurors consider a lesser charge than first-degree murder. (C: Troy 

Roberts - P: Ira Sutow, Jonathan Leach, Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Case of Beckett Brennan” - a report on how the judicial review board at the University of the 

Pacific in Stockton, California, adjudicated the report, by student Beckett Brennan, that she had been 

raped by three of the school’s basketball players. Includes interviews with: Beckett Brennan; Barry and 

Jane Brennan, Beckett’s parents; Krystina Tonetti, sexual assault victim and former classmate of 

Beckett Brennan; Janine Simerly, attorney representing the University of the Pacific; Joelle Gomez, 

administrator, San Joaquin Women’s Center, Stockton, California. (C: Katie Couric - P: Graham 

Messick, Ashley Velie) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  04-23-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Grave Injustice” - a report on the case of Anthony Graves, who spent eighteen years--twelve of them 

on death row--in a Texas prison for murders he did not commit. In 1992, the Davis family, four of 

them young children, were found bludgeoned, shot and stabbed to death, in the charred remains of the 

family home in Somerville, Texas. Texas Rangers quickly zeroed in on Robert Carter: father of the 

youngest victim, 4-year-old Jason, he was recently served with papers for child support and Rangers 

believed he wanted his boy dead. Carter eventually admitted that he was at the crime scene, but said 

that another man, Anthony Graves, committed the murders. There was little to connect Graves to 

Carter or to the Davis family, but justice was swift, and Anthony Graves was convicted of six counts 

of capital murder and sentenced to death. He always proclaimed his innocence. Carter was also 

convicted. In 2000, while in the death chamber, Robert Carter took sole responsibility for the murders. 

In fact, he had been saying much the same for years. Then in 2002, the case caught the eye of 

Professor Nicole Casarez and her journalism students. After a four-year investigation, the students 

concluded that Anthony Graves was a innocent man. Texas Monthly editor Pam Coloff, who herself 

spent months investigating the case, reached the same conclusion. The students turned their findings 

over to Graves’ attorneys, helping to trigger a chain of legal maneuvers that, in 2010, freed him from 

prison. Now, he is fighting to get compensation for his wrongful incarceration. Concluding onscreen 

text graphic: Due to a technicality in the wording on his release papers, Texas is refusing to 

compensate Anthony Graves. Otherwise, he would be entitled to $1.4 million for wrongful 

incarceration. Includes interviews with Anthony Graves; Nicole Casarez, professor, University of St. 

Thomas, Houston; Pam Coloff, Texas Monthly editor; Charles Sebesta (District Attorney); Kelly 

Siegler (District Attorney); Meghan Bingham (student); Arthur Curry (Graves’ brother); Katherine 

Scardino (attorney); Jimmy Phillips (attorney); Roy Rueter (Graves’ friend); Otto Hanak 

(investigator). (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Jenna Jackson) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  04-30-2011 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Last Chance for Justice” - a report on the investigation into the 1980 murder of Marilyn McIntyre, 

who was found dead in her Columbus, Wisconsin home. Her husband, Lane McIntyre, had returned 

home from work that morning and found her body. As police checked into his alibi, he named his 

friend Curt Forbes as a potential suspect. The investigation found that Forbes was out that night trying 

to pick up women and even showed up at his girlfriend Debby Attleson’s home at 4 am, but everything 

was circumstantial. Forbes abruptly left town. Suspicion shifted back to Lane because he had taken out 

a life insurance policy less than a week before Marilyn’s death. Neither man was arrested and the 

investigation came to a halt. Forbes married Debby Attleson. The case went unsolved for thirty years, 

until Marilyn’s niece -- upset because her mother, Carolyn Rahn (Marilyn’s twin sister) was distraught 

and could not get over the murder -- decided to call the Columbus Police Department. Instead, she 

accidentally contacted the Columbia County Sheriff’s Department, who were unaware of an unsolved 

murder in their county and decided to launch an investigation. In 2007, the case was reopened. Blood 

and hair samples taken in 1980 were sent to the Wisconsin State Crime Lab for DNA testing. Lane 

McIntyre was not a match for the DNA evidence, but when police examined a sample from Curt 

Forbes, he was then listed as a possible contributor. Detectives spent the next two years sorting 

through evidence and re-interviewing witnesses. Curt’s wife Debby now admitted that she saw blood 

on his shirt on the night of the murder. Curt was then arrested for Marilyn’s murder and in November, 

2010, the trial began. He was found guilty of first-degree murder and sentenced to life in prison. 

Concluding onscreen text graphic: Curt Forbes will be eligible for parole in 2020. Debby Forbes 

divorced Curt after his sentencing. She is now engaged to someone else. Included interviews with: 

Lane McIntyre and Chris McIntyre (Marilyn’s husband and grown son); Carolyn Rahn (sister); Terra 

Doucette (niece); Brenda Daniels (sister); Debby Attleson Forbes (wife of Curt Forbes); Lee Erdmann 

(former Police Chief); Det. Lt. Wayne Smith (Columbia County Sheriff); Lori Heft (former girlfriend 

of Forbes); Betty Klentz (neighbor); David Wambach (Assistant Attorney General); Mike Forbes 

(brother of Curt Forbes). (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Sarah Huisenga) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  05-07-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Facebook Detectives” - A report about three Texas housewives, Tammye Markle, Joni Shannon 

and Tina Wiley, who call themselves the “Facebook Detectives” and who used the Internet to try to 

find their friend Lisa Stone, who disappeared from her Dallas home in June 2010. The four women had 

been friends in high school, but now kept in touch with each other via Facebook. Lisa posted every 

day, and her friends became worried when she abruptly stopped posting in June 2010. They confronted 

Lisa’s former life partner Sherry Henry, who said that Lisa was out of town. That is also what she told 

the police. The three friends did not believe her and feared for Lisa’s safety. They formed a Facebook 

page dedicated to finding Lisa. One evening when Joni Shannon was going back to question Sherry 

Henry, she realized that Sherry was in the car next to hers and she followed her. Sherry pulled in to a 

7-11 parking lot, took things out of her car and put them into a dumpster. When Sherry left, Joni 

examined the dumpster and found personal items which had belonged to Lisa, including her birth 

certificate. When the women brought this new information to the attention of the police, they agreed to 

take another look at the case. The police confronted Sherry Henry, who still insisted that she did not 

know where Lisa was. She said that Lisa had financial problems and was dependent on medication for 

depression. Sherry claimed she was also using cocaine. Sherry said Lisa often went off for a few days, 

and that is why she didn’t file a missing persons report. Homicide detective Jim Gallagher believes that 

Lisa Stone is dead. He feels that Sherry Henry is a person of interest in the case, but does not have 

enough evidence against her. Sherry Henry insists she is innocent and does not know where Lisa is. 

Lisa’s friends are continuing their investigation on Facebook. Onscreen text graphics: The Facebook 

Detectives have a foundation helping others to use the power and community of Facebook to find 

missing people. Interviewed: Tammye Markle, Tina Wiley, Joni Shannon; Sherry Henry; Juanita 

Burris and Susan Scott, neighbors of Lisa; Pat James, friend of Lisa; Detective Jim Gallagher of the 

Dallas Police Department. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Chuck Stevenson, Lucy L. Scott) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  05-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Officials at Northwest Arkansas Regional Airport (XNA) are investigating a suspicious note left in an 

airport bathroom Thursday morning. The note referenced a Charlotte, N.C.-bound plane and 



Transportation Security Administration. US Airways Express Flight 2488 landed safely at Charlotte-

Douglas International Airport around 10:20 a.m. EDT. According to TSA officials, the flight was 

taxied to a remote area of the airport and searched with a K9 unit. All passengers were removed from 

the plane safely and nothing harmful was found on the plane.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:01 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  05-14-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Boy Next Door” - a report on the hunt for a serial killer suspected of murdering three young 

women from Los Angeles, California to Chicago, Illinois. In 2001, Los Angeles resident Ashley 

Ellerin was planning to attend a Grammy party with actor Ashton Kutcher. When Kutcher arrived at 

her home, she never answered the door; it turned out that she had been brutally stabbed to death the 

night before. Her friends directed the police to Michael Gargiulo, a former boxer and aspiring actor 

who was working as a repairman -- friends said that he was oddly fixated with her. In the course of the 

police investigation, the police learned Gargiulo was being investigated for another crime -- the 

unsolved murder of Tricia Paccaccio, who had lived in Gargiulo’s former Glenview, Illinois 

neighborhood. Due to lack of evidence, he had never been charged, and he left for California. Five 

years after the Ellerin murder, another woman, Maria Bruno, was found dead just steps away from the 

apartment where Gargiulo lived. In that case, detectives found a blue cotton booty, with a drop of 

Maria’s blood on the bottom. In 2008, a Santa Monica woman was attacked, but survived. Blood 

evidence and DNA (which had been filed in the National Database by Cook County Illinois 

authorities) led investigators to Michael Gargiulo, who was living just across the alley from where the 

woman was attacked. Police arrested Gargiulo and the investigation led to a connection to all of the 

cases involving the several young women. Gargiulo insists he is innocent. Onscreen text graphic: 

Michael Gargiulo is scheduled to stand trial for the murders of Ashley Ellerin and Maria Bruno in 

California in 2012. If convicted, he will face the death penalty. Interviewed: Rick, Diane and Doug 

Paccaccio, Tricia’s father, mother and brother; Karen Jones, friend of Tricia’s; Ray Salihovich, Illinois 

police officer; Justin Peterson, Chris Duran and Jennifer Disisto, friends of Ashley Ellerin; Tom Small, 

Los Angeles Police Department homicide detective; Temple Brown, Los Angeles filmmaker; Scott 

Olsen, friend of Michael Gargiulo; Jack Reed and Mark Baldwin, Cook County sheriff’s detectives; 

Mark Lillienfeld, homicide detective with the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department; Richard 

Lewis, Santa Monica Police Sergeant; Jack Blakey, head of cold case prosecutions for the Cook 

County state’s attorney. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Josh Gelman, Doug Longhini) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  05-20-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “House of Secrets” - On September 4, 2006, Kathy Wangler, wife of anesthesiologist Dr. Mark 

Wangler, died from carbon monoxide poisoning in their home in Lima, Ohio. Their thirty-year 

marriage had been falling apart; three years later, in 2009, investigators came to the conclusion that Dr. 

Wangler had murdered his wife. They did not believe his story that the death was caused due to a 

faulty water heater. On the night in question, Mark was sleeping downstairs with the window open and 

had a fan blowing. Fourteen months after Kathy’s death, Mark had gotten remarried to Esther Erkman, 

a woman he met at church. Esther, along with Mark and Kathy’s two sons, believed him to be 

innocent. Kathy’s mother and sisters felt that since Mark was familiar with gasses that he was able to 

plan and execute the perfect murder. Mark was arrested and the case was brought to trial. The jury 

found him guilty of aggravated murder and he was sentenced to life in prison. Onscreen text graphics: 

Mark Wangler will be eligible for parole in twenty-five years. He will be eighty years old. Kathy’s 

$600,000 life insurance policy was split between her two sons. Her mother plans to file a wrongful 

death suit against Mark Wangler. Interviewed: Mark Wangler; Esther Erkman, Mark’s second wife; 

Aaron Wangler, Mark and Kathy’s son; Juergen Waldick, Allen County Prosecutor; Sara Schlarman, 

Kathy’s mother; Sherry Miller, Heidi Frederick, Kathy’s friends; Joann Zacharias and Diana 

Boedicker, Kathy’s sisters; Rodney Null, Kathy’s professor at Ohio State University; Clyde Breitigan, 

investigator; Chris McDowell, Mark’s defense attorney. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Alec Sirken, Clare 

Friedland, Avi Cohen) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 



PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Follow the Money” - a second update to “Blood and Money” (OAD: 11/18/06, updated 07/14/07). In 

April 2006, Andrew Kissel, a real estate mogul who had embezzled more than $40 million, was found 

tied up and stabbed to death in the basement of his Greenwich, Connecticut mansion, just days before 

he was to plead guilty for his crimes. He was said to have never recovered from the Hong Kong 

murder of his brother Robert (in a case which was dubbed the “Milkshake Murder”). Andrew began 

spending lots of money -- money that wasn’t his. He stole millions before he was arrested and charged 

with bank fraud. Nearly two years after his death, his driver and confidant, Carlos Trujillo, was 

arrested for the crime. In November 2010, Trujillo went on trial for murder and attempted murder. 

Trujillo had been the last person to see Andrew Kissel alive, but police had no viable case against him, 

until Trujillo’s own cousin, petty thief Lenny Trujillo, came forward. Lenny said he helped Carlos plan 

the murder. The motive was that after federal authorities froze Kissel’s assets, members of the Trujillo 

family had been enlisted by Kissel to help launder money; but in the process, $200,000 of Kissel’s 

money disappeared, and Kissel was about to turn Trujillo in. After a ten-day trial, with Lenny as the 

star witness against Carlos, Carlos was found not guilty of murder and the jury was deadlocked on the 

charge of attempted murder. Authorities planned to re-try him, but three months after being found not 

guilty, Carlos Trujillo pleaded guilty to attempted murder. He still maintained his innocence, and 

claimed that a plea bargain was a practical decision in order to get credit for time already served. 

Authorities are satisfied, although they believe that they will truly never really know what really 

happened to Andrew Kissel. Onscreen text graphics: After serving his six year sentence, Carlos 

Trujillo will be deported to Colombia. Interviewed: Steven Garfinkel, retired FBI special investigator; 

Philip Russell, Andrew Kissel’s attorney; Pasquale Iorfino, Greenwich Police Detective; Carlos 

Trujillo; Carol Horton, Danny Williams, Frank Shea, Trudy Samra, friends of the Kissels; Brian 

Howie, producer of a play that Andrew invested in; Andrew Wong, journalist who covered the story of 

Robert Kissel’s murder for The Standard in Hong Kong; Andrew Tanzer, journalist and neighbor of 

Robert; Peter Chamberlain, board member in a luxury high rise where Andrew was the building’s 

treasurer; Nancy Walkley, title search attorney; Vito Colucci, private investigator; Lindy Urso, defense 

attorney for Carlos Trujillo; Paul Ferencek, prosecutor; Mark Sherman, defense attorney for Lenny 

Trujillo. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed, Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The FBI and the Grim Reaper” - an interview with Lin DeVecchio, a former FBI agent who knew that 

his star Mafia informant -- Greg Scarpa, a member of the Colombo crime family and known as “The 

Grim Reaper” -- was a killer, but did not investigate because of the ongoing value of Scarpa’s 

information. Also includes comments by Ellen Corcella, a former federal prosecutor who worked with 

DeVecchio’s unit. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Andy Court, Anya Bourg) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Whole Truth” - a report on the 26-year effort of Bruce Lisker to overturn his conviction for the 

1983 murder of his mother. In March 1983, 17-year-old Bruce Lisker hysterically called 911 to tell 

Los Angeles police that he had found his mother, Dorka Lisker, beaten severely and stabbed in her 

Sherman Oaks home. Police arrived to find him hysterical and on drugs. They arrested him, and a 

young detective, Andrew Monsue, proceeded to build a case against Bruce. Bruce’s father believed 

that his son was innocent, and urged police to investigate Bruce’s friend Mike Ryan, a 15-year-old 

with a criminal record, who had gone to the house to see Bruce’s mother the day before. But Monsue 

focused on Bruce, and presented what he maintained was evidence that Bruce was guilty. Bruce was 

tried as an adult; the jury found him guilty and he was sentenced to 16 years to life. In 1999, Bruce, 

still in prison, hired ex-cop-turned-private-investigator Paul Ingels to help him overturn his conviction. 

With the aid of then-Sgt. Jim Gavin of the Los Angeles Police Department, Ingels discovered that the 

evidence against Bruce had apparently been fabricated. Ingels and Gavin gave their findings to the LA 

Times, and on May 22, 2005, the newspaper ran an article questioning the evidence that had put Lisker 

behind bars. Two months later, a federal judge granted a hearing to consider new evidence in the case. 



Four years passed, and in August 2009 a federal judge ruled that Lisker had been convicted on false 

evidence and must be retried or set free. On August 17, 2009, he was set free on bail. Six weeks later, 

he went back to court, at which time the prosecutor said that too much time has passed to retry the case 

and they had no choice but to dismiss the charges. One year later, the state asked the court to return 

Lisker to prison based on a technicality arguing that Lisker was late filing his petition for release. A 

judge rejected that motion. Concluding onscreen graphics: Bruce Lisker remains free...for now. 

Update: Concluding onscreen text graphics for the 05/28/11 rebroadcast: On August 13, 2011, the 

second anniversary of his release, Bruce Lisker is getting married. Paul Ingels will be his best man. 

Includes interviews with: Bruce Lisker; Phillip Rabichow, prosecutor; Scott Glover and Matt Lait, LA 

Times reporters; Robert Hughes, one-time prisoner in the cell next to Lisker; Paul Ingels, private 

investigator; Sgt. Jim Gavin, LAPD; Mort Borenstein, the new owner of Dorka Lisker’s house. (C: 

Erin Moriarty - P: Liza Finley, Greg Fisher) (OAD: 10/16/10) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  06-04-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “My Mother’s Murder” - On the morning of June 5, 2005, Noura Jackson, a teenager, called the police 

to report that she had discovered the body of her mother, Jennifer Jackson, in their Memphis, 

Tennessee home. Jennifer, a 39-year-old divorced single parent, was a successful bond trader, who 

provided Noura with a generous lifestyle. Due to the brutality of her murder, police initially considered 

a possible link between Jennifer’s death and the unsolved shooting death of her estranged husband, 

Nazmi Hassanieh, seventeen months prior; they also focused on Jennifer’s ex-boyfriend, Mark Irvin, a 

minister, who had an alibi. Although there was a lack of physical evidence at the crime scene, Noura’s 

conflicting accounts of her activities in the hours before she called 911, a gap in her cell phone usage, 

and an early morning trip to Walgreen’s to purchase first aid supplies for a cut on her hand, caused 

police to focus on her as a suspect. While none of the DNA at the crime scene matched Noura’s, she 

was eventually charged with her mother’s murder. Four years later, at her trial, prosecutors alleged that 

the seemingly good relationship between mother and daughter was strained due to Jennifer’s criticism 

of Noura’s hard-partying lifestyle and charged that this was the motive for the crime. The jury found 

Noura guilty of second-degree murder -- she still maintains her innocence. Onscreen graphics: Noura 

Jackson was sentenced to 20 years in prison. She will be 39 years old when released -- the same age 

her mother was when she was murdered. Interviewed: Noura Jackson; family friends Susan Tobey, 

Renea McMillan, Ansley Larsson, Dana Frederick; Sergeant Tim Helldorfer with the Memphis Police 

Department; Memphis detectives Lieutenant Mark Miller and Sergeant W.D. Merritt; Sergeant Connie 

Justice, the first officer to interview Noura; Valerie Corder, Memphis Defense Attorney; Prosecutor 

Amy Weirich. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Jay Young) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Taken: The Amber Dubois Story” - a report on the February 13, 2009 disappearance of Amber 

Dubois, just blocks from Escondido High School in Southern California. 48 HOURS examines the 

permanent impact her disappearance has had on her family, even after the discovery and conviction of 

the murderer. Initially, with no clues as to her whereabouts, investigators began to look at her mother 

Carrie McGonigle’s live-in boyfriend, Dave Cave as a person of interest. Carrie herself and Amber’s 

father, Moe Dubois, soon began believing that Cave was responsible for Amber’s disappearance. 

Almost a year later, another teenage girl, Chelsea King, went missing. Chelsea had been running just 

ten miles from where Amber disappeared. Police quickly found Chelsea’s underwear with DNA 

evidence that would lead them to the arrest of convicted sex offender John Gardner, who was out on 

parole. Gardner was then also identified by another woman, Candice Moncayo, as the man who 

attacked her on the same jogging trail just two months earlier. Then police found Chelsea’s body and 

Gardner was charged with her murder and the attack against Moncayo. Under interrogation and facing 

the death penalty for the murder of Chelsea, Gardner agreed to lead police to Amber’s body in 

exchange for avoiding the death penalty. John Gardner was convicted of both Amber’s and Chelsea’s 

murders and sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. In his exclusive interview 

with 48 HOURS MYSTERY, he recounted the day he murdered Amber and admitted he is the most 

dangerous type of sexual predator. He said he needs to be locked up forever. Onscreen graphics: Moe 

Dubois helped pass new laws in California that help track sex offenders and speed up police response 



in missing children’s cases. Interviewed: Carrie McGonigle, Amber’s mother; Dave Cave, Carrie’s 

boyfriend; Maurice “Moe” Dubois, Amber’s father; Bonnie Dumanic, San Diego District Attorney; 

John Gardner, convicted murderer. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Grace Kahng) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Chasing the Barefoot Bandit” - A report on Colton Harris-Moore, also known as the “Barefoot 

Bandit,” because of his habit of committing crimes barefoot and leaving chalk outlines of his feet; and 

whose criminal exploits included stealing planes, guns, yachts, and even escaping to foreign countries. 

His exploits reminded many of legendary outlaws like Jesse James, and as news of his crimes spread 

beyond the Pacific Northwest, his popularity grew, even spawning Facebook fan pages. Born on 

Camano Island, Washington, Harris-Moore was an unpopular teen, physically neglected and mentally 

abused by his mother, Pam Kohler. He wanted to become a pilot, but instead turned to a life of crime at 

age 10, stealing laptops, cell phones, and jewelry. He was arrested and sent to a halfway house, but 

escaped custody and continued breaking into vacation homes and leaving his mark. He even ordered a 

DVD on learning to fly a plane with a stolen credit card. In 2008, he stole his first plane, crashing it 

250 miles away from where he stole it, and simply walked away. He then worked in Las Vegas, then 

went to Canada and stole guns. In 2009, he stole his second plane, and the legend of Colton Harris-

Moore was born. After stealing his third plane, the Department of Homeland Security joined in the 

hunt; but he still avoided capture. In 2010, he stole an airplane in Bloomington, Indiana and flew it to 

Abaco Island in the Bahamas, where he continued to commit break-ins. While 48 HOURS was on his 

trail in the Bahamas, he allegedly stole a yacht and escaped to the nearby Bahamian island of 

Eleuthera. He was spotted by some local teens who, knowing about the $10,000 reward offered for his 

capture, chased him by boat. Police joined in the hunt, and Harris-Moore was finally captured. 

Deported from the Bahamas, he is was returned to the U.S., where he was indicted on federal charges 

for stealing two planes, guns, a boat and flying without a license. He faces ten years behind bars. 

Onscreen graphics: Colton Harris-Moore will be arraigned Thursday in federal court. He faces 

additional charges in several states. Colton and his mother have not seen each other since his arrest. 

She’s had offers to buy Colton’s story and has hired a well-known entertainment lawyer. Interviewed: 

Ashley Martin, childhood friend of Colton; Jessica Wesson, classmate; Paul Ciolino, 48 HOURS 

investigator; Bob Friel, Harris-Moore biographer; Jacquie Staggs, friend of Colton’s mother; Harley 

Davidson Ironwing, burglary accomplice; Colleen Armstrong, editor of the local newspaper on Orcas 

Island; Kyle Ater, owner of the Orcas Homegrown Market, allegedly burglarized by Colton; Suzanne 

Vidal, local realtor; Marion Rathbone, operator of Vern’s restaurant; Bob Rivers, Seattle radio 

personality and owner of the first stolen plane; Hi Stickney, Kelly Kneifl, Kristen Jones, Gary Martin 

Sawyer, victims of Colton’s; James Coakley, club owner; Kenny Strachan, security guard; Jordan 

Sackett, American tourist. Update for the 06-18-11 Rebroadcast: On June 17, 2011 Colton Harris 

Moore plead guilty to seven federal criminal charges in U.S. District Court in Seattle and could face up 

to 6Â½ years in prison. Onscreen graphics: Colton Harris-Moore will be sentenced on the federal 

charges in October. Interviewed: Jenny Durkan, U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Washington; 

John Henry Browne, Colton’s attorney; Paul Ciolino, 48 HOURS investigator. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: 

Paul LaRosa, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 11/13/10 - includes an update.) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “fugitive@hotmail.com” - a report on the three-year international manhunt and eventual capture of Dr. 

Yazeed “Yaz” Essa, a Cleveland doctor accused of murdering his wife, Rosemarie. In February 2005, 

Rosemarie, the mother of Essa’s two children, was in a minor car accident. She suffered no physical 

injuries, but she passed out and shortly afterwards died in a Cleveland hospital. Her best friend, Eva 

McGregor, voiced her own suspicion that Essa had tampered with the calcium supplements that 

Rosemarie had taken on the morning of her death. Weeks later, tests of the calcium tablets proved that 

she had died of cyanide poisoning. Police went to charge Essa, but he had fled from the U.S. to Canada 

and eventually to Beirut, Lebanon, where he hid, knowing that he could not be extradited back to the 

U.S. In October 2006, he went to Cyprus, a country that does have an extradition treaty with the U.S. 

Interpol and the FBI alerted the Cyprus police that Essa was traveling under an alias; he was 

apprehended at the Larnaca airport and brought in for questioning and fingerprinting. His true identity 



was established, and he was arrested for using a doctored passport and held in a Cyprus prison. He 

fought extradition for two years but was returned to the U.S. In January 2010 his trial began. His 

protector in the Middle East and Essa’s brother, Firas, both testified that Essa had told them that he had 

killed his wife by putting cyanide in her calcium pills. He was found guilty of aggravated murder and 

sentenced to life in prison with the possibility of parole in twenty years. Onscreen graphic at 

conclusion: The Essa family has asked to visit the children. For now, Rosemarie’s family won’t allow 

it. After the trial, the children were told that their father killed their mother. They haven’t asked about 

him since. Includes interviews with: FBI Special Agent Phil Torsney; Leila Atassi, reporter, Cleveland 

Plain Dealer; Dominic DiPuccio, Rosemarie’s brother; Dr. Bob Khadar, Essa’s best friend; Firas Essa, 

Essa’s brother; Alexandra Herrera, Essa’s ex-girlfriend; Julie DiPuccio, Rosemarie’s sister-in-law; 

Stephen Bradley, defense attorney; Detective Gary McKee; Jamal Khalife, Essa’s protector in the 

Middle East; Nayla Souki, Essa’s girlfriend in Beirut; Sergeant Mario Ioannou, Larnaca (Cyprus) 

Police; Matt Meyer, prosecutor; Ana Feralia, prosecutor; Mark Marein, defense attorney. Onscreen 

text graphic update for the 06/25/11 Rebroadcast: While in prison Essa attempted to sneak in a woman 

posing as his attorney. In May, the Cuyahoga County Court rejected Essa’s appeal. (C: Troy Roberts - 

P: Joshua Yager, Jonathan Leach) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 PM, 1 hour 

 

CONSUMER 

Economy, Fuel Economy, Fraud, Finance, Prescription Drug Savings 
 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tim Paetz, manager of Bud Anderson Heating and Cooling, talked about ways some easy ways to 

protect your family indoors when the pollen count and allergies are high outside. He talked about how 

cleaning your air ducts will help; how spring cleaning can help; and some things we should do to get 

our air conditioners ready for summer. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:40 AM, 3:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Jeannie Baker, the national sales manager for Acutraq Background Screening, joined us with 

information on why someone should do a background check; what companies conduct these checks; 

and the Acutraq Safety Certification and its importance. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:05 AM, 5:47 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: As the baby boomer population ages, it's time to start thinking about social security. Laura McKinnon 

of McKinnon Law Firm, answered questions about social security such as who is eligible for social 

security; the criteria to determine disability; why medical documentation is so important; and when 

you should call a lawyer. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:12 AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Many people near or in retirement are becoming alarmed with their tax deferred savings plans. If taxes 

continue to rise, deferring the tax to a higher amount doesn't make much financial sense. Tony 

Hansmann, with Guardian Financial Advisors, talked about how many people believe saving money 

tax deferred in their 401K and IRAs are an excellent place for savings, but there may be reasons you 

should think twice before doing that. He also talked about what someone can do to fix their problem 

with a tax deferred account and how it would improve their overall financial plan. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:31 AM, 4:13 

 



PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Summer is in a few weeks and many families already have summer vacation plans. Justin Copher, 

Vice President at Copher's Boat Center in Fort Smith, told viewers that there's also plenty to do right 

here at home on the lakes. He talked about the different types of boats and boating accessories they 

sell; what's new and what's changed in boating in the past few years; and how boating is an affordable 

pastime. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:20 AM, 6:25 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: If you're a last minute shopper for Mother’s Day, Frank Sharum with Sharum's Garden Center had 

some suggestions for Mother's Day gifts. He also talked about Japanese maple varieties and roses. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:34 AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Summer is almost here, and it's time to start planning for your summer gardening. Frank Sharum 

talked about summer plants and how to choose the correct shrub for container planting. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:28 AM, 5:22 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The 2011 Energy Efficiency Home Makeover Contest sponsored by the Electric Cooperatives of 

Arkansas is going on and Greg Davis joined us with details on the contest; who can enter; the deadline 

to enter; the program's goal; how someone can apply; and the overall prize. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:10 AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Andrea Leding with Farm Credit Services of Western Arkansas talked about how they help small town 

farmers receive financial assistance. The process to apply isn’t really difficult and they’ve created a 

new website layout to make applying for loans easier. For those looking to save money, they have a 

referral reward program that offers reduced interest rates and other savings. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:06 AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Financial expert Tony Hansmann, President and CEO of Guardian Financial Advisors in Rogers, 

talked about where people should invest their retirement money and where you’ll get the best return 

investment. They also talked about the different types of annuities and how they differ from stocks. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:28 AM, 4:30 

 

 

EDUCATION 

School Funding, Disabilities, Public Education 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: As the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art opens later this year it will bring world class artwork 



to our area. But it will also bring more than 100 jobs. The museum, bankrolled by Wal-Mart heiress 

Alice Walton, is set to open on November 11th of this year. Construction is still underway at the 

Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, and so is the search for new employees. The museum is 

looking to fill more than 40 positions here. And so far the response has been overwhelming. When the 

Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art opens its doors there will be a team of 120 employees 

helping it run smoothly.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:03 p.m. 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-30-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The University of Arkansas Board of Trustees will vote on whether or not to allow five of their four 

year institutions to increase tuition. Two of those universities include U of A at Fayetteville and UA 

Fort Smith. U of A at Fayetteville is requesting a 6% hike for instate students taking two semesters of 

30 credits. That’s an increase of $409 compared to last year, making it the most expensive in the state.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:02 2 Minutes 

 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

Recycling, Pollution, Air & Water Quality 
 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Temperatures are finally feeling like spring and Frank Sharum from Sharum's Garden Center joined us 

with gardening tips. We also looked at different types of apple trees to plant and new and old varieties 

of azaleas. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:10 AM, 4:28 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: In continuing our spring gardening series at Sharum's Garden Center, Frank Sharum showed us 

perennials in bloom, some new versions of honeysuckle, trees in bloom, and some tips for trimming 

decorative grasses. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:44 AM, 6:02 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: This week in our spring gardening segment with Sharum's Garden Center, Frank takes us to a local 

home to looking at a waterfall in the homeowner's backyard and even an outdoor room area. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:44 AM, 5:58 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Frank Sharum joined us with more spring gardening tips and he also talked about hanging baskets, 

shade plants, and tropical plants. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:44 AM, 5:42 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Drinking Water Week is a national week which has been observed for 30 plus years. The purpose is to 

remind people how important clean drinking water is to daily life. A lot of people get their water from 

Beaver Lake which has been purified by Beaver Water District. Amy Wilson, the Director of Public 



Affairs for the Beaver Water District, talked about the Beaver Water District and when Drinking Water 

Week takes place. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:06 AM, 4:43 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Frank Sharum gave tips on what you can do to save the plants in your garden after all the rain we have 

received. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:45, 5:28 AM 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Governor Robert Bentley (R-AL) (1); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services 

Committee (2); Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, Georgetown University (3); Michael Gerson, Columnist, The 

Washington Post (3) 1) Current situation in Alabama, after numerous long-track tornados crossed the 

state, resulting in two hundred and fifty people dead and approximately seventeen hundred people 

injured. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: In our weekly spring gardening segment, Frank Sharum with Sharum's Garden Center demonstrates 

proper pruning and maintenance of your yard and how to trim spiral evergreens, crape myrtles, roses, 

and hydrangeas. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:44 AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Highway 62 in Farmington had to be closed down for a few hours Monday due to severe flooding 

which ended up washing into some nearby residents’ homes. Jennifer Bryant spent the evening 

mopping up water in her Farmington living room. She lives on Ruby Road right off Highway 62. 

Every time there’s a hard rain water comes washing through the small community, affecting five or six 

different homes and one church.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:01 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: With all of the severe storms, and even tornadoes that have taken place recently, a lot of trees have 

probably taken a hit. Frank Sharum from Sharum’s Garden Center talked about what to do if your trees 

are damaged and how you can maintain the garden throughout the season. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:44 AM, 6:31 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: There’s an eye sore on the Highway 59 Scenic Route in Crawford County. Residents say there's a trash 

problem at Natural Dam, and it's losing its well known beauty. People from around the River Valley 

come to the area to swim in the nature, but there is nothing natural about the excessive amount at trash 

at Natural Dam.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:01 2 Minutes 

 



PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Dan Bandimere with Energy Efficient Solutions showed us what we can do to save money on electric 

bills and what some of the most common energy wasters are. He also talked about using mercury bulbs 

and the ideal temperature people should keep their thermostat at this summer to keep from wasting 

money. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:05 AM, 7:05 

 

 

HEALTH 

Healthy Lifestyle, Heart Health, Health and Safety Tips, Prescription Drugs, New Medical Findings 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  04-04-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Cardiologists are reporting a major advance that can avoid open heart surgery for millions Researchers 

have developed a procedure that's replaces faulty heart valves through a tube in an artery. Doctors are 

not sure how long the new valves will last and there is a higher risk of stroke.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:30 a.m. 25 seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Center for Hearing in Fort Smith doesn't just provide hearing aids, they also have a handful of 

other devices and services. Trace Cash talked about prosthetic devices, hearing aids, and swimming ear 

plugs. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:21 AM, 5:13 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  04-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: More research links birth control pills and blood clots. Researchers at Boston University say new oral 

contraception that carries a newer type of progestogen hormone carries a higher risk of blood clots. 

Doctors say the overall risk is small, but the study authors say there should be a systematic review.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:30 a.m. 20 seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: One in eight Americans age 65 and older has Alzheimer's disease; and one in two Americans age 85 

and older have the disease. It's not just the people with Alzheimer's who suffer, it's also the caregivers. 

Debra Johnson, the administrator of Memory Lane, and Will Young, the son of a resident at Memory 

Lane, talked about what makes Memory Lane unique; their philosophy; the services they provide to 

the public; and what Memory Lane means to a caregiver. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:18 AM, 6:03 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Perkins Orthotic helps patients return to active, functional, and productive lives. A representative 

joined us to talk about the services they provide, the areas they serve, when their business was 

established, and how they do everything locally and there is no need to send products off to be made. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:29 AM, 4:52 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 



DATE AIRED:  05-20-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Hundreds of horses will compete next week in the Old Fort Days Futurity and Derby at Kay Rodgers 

Park in Fort Smith. A recent outbreak of a horse virus leaves some worried about bringing their 

animals to the competition. Organizers expect about 485 horses to participate in the event Because of a 

recent outbreak of Equine Herpes Virus (EHV-1) organizers say a small number of racers decided not 

to bring their animals. According to the United States Department of Agriculture the virus can cause 

abortion and death in horses. The virus spreads through the air, contaminated equipment, clothing, or 

hands.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:06 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Center for Hearing in Fort Smith is a wealth of information from hearing aids, to hearing loss, to 

general hearing information. Dr. Kelley Linton talked about better hearing and speech month; some 

interesting facts about hearing loss; how common hearing loss is in the United States; how they test for 

hearing loss; and a Johns Hopkins article linking hearing loss to the development of dementia and 

Alzheimer's. In order to detect changes in hearing, Dr. Linton recommends a hearing test for baseline 

purposes. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:18 AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Alzheimer’s disease is the sixth leading cause of death in the United States. Sarah Fowler, the regional 

director of the Alzheimer’s Association in Fort Smith, talked about the upcoming Memory Walk event 

to raise money; how many years they’ve had the event; how people can participate; and how the walk 

helps the Alzheimer's Association. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:28 AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Lane and Shelley Perkins from Perkins Orthotics talked about the special services they provide to 

people in our area and what areas they serve. They do everything locally so there is no need to send 

products off to be made. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:21 AM, 4:38 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Designing Life” - an interview / profile of microbiologist J. Craig Venter, known for his work in 

mapping the human genetic code. This past summer, he announced that his team had created “the first 

synthetic species”--a synthetic bacteria, designed on a computer with man-made DNA. (C: Steve Kroft 

- P: Andy Court) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A new study by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation finds women are dying earlier than 

they did 10 years ago. Life expectancies declined in more than 700 counties across the nation including 

Johnson, Logan, Conway, and Pope Counties in Arkansas. In nearby Benton, Washington, Franklin, 

and Sebastian Counties, it’s on the rise. Researchers say the gap between the most and least healthy 

counties is growing and the biggest reasons are smoking and obesity levels. Counties with lower life 

expectancy usually have lower household incomes, which can limit access to health care. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:12 AM, 1:20 



 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Liz Martin and Pastor Mack Jackson with Peachtree Hospice talked about how their company does a 

lot of good helping patients and families at one of their most difficult times in life and deciding when 

hospice becomes necessary. They also talked about their upcoming Health Fair that can help families 

in our community. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:19AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Endless Memory” - a report on people who have “superior autobiographical memory” --a recently 

discovered phenomenon which entails the ability to recall almost every day of one’s life. Includes 

interviews with: Louise Owen, professional violinist; James McGaugh, professor of neurobiology, 

University of California Irvine; Brad Williams, radio news anchor and reporter, La Crosse, Wisconsin; 

Rick Baron of Cleveland, Ohio; Bob Petrella, TV producer and writer; Marilu Henner, actress; Larry 

Cahill, neuroscientist and collaborator with James McGaugh. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) 

DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Northwest Arkansas Fitness and Health Foundation held its first expo on June 25th. The expo is 

aimed to educate, motivate and encourage people to find new and interesting ways live a healthier 

lifestyle. In conjunction with the expo is the first Pump N’ Run Obstacle course, which is a three 

staged event. Competitors will run, do pushups or bench press, then go through eight obstacles. The 

event is free, but people were able to purchase raffle tickets for prizes. This event will help raise funds 

for the American Diabetes Association and the Bentonville Public School Foundation.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:00 45 Second 

 

 

ECONOMY 

New Housing, Business Development, Wages, Employment 
 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Next Housing Shock” - a report on how and why banks so poorly handled documentation on 

millions of mortgages, resulting in their inability to prove that they actually own the homes they now 

want to foreclose on--resulting in lawsuits from people seeking to save their homes, and hampering an 

already weak housing market. Includes interviews with: Lynn Szymoniak, lawyer and forged 

documents expert; Chris Pendley and Shawanna Crite, former workers at DocX, a mortgage servicing 

firm owned by Lender Processing Services Inc. (LPS); Sheila Blair, chairman, Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation (FDIC); and comments by Dale DeFreitas , Miami homeowner faced with 

foreclosure. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Daniel Ruetenik) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  04-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Gas prices are up and experts say so is the number of people taking public transportation. Ozark 

Regional Transit in Northwest Arkansas says ridership is up this year by nearly 20-percent. Fort Smith 

Transit estimates ridership is up 7-percent this year. According to AAA the average price of gas in 

Arkansas sits at $3.67 for a gallon of regular. In Northwest Arkansas it is $3.70 and in Fort Smith the 

average is about $3.68 for a gallon of regular. Transit workers say they see more people when gas 



prices skyrocket. Riders believe taking the bus saves money Fort Smith Transit Director Ken Savage 

says ridership reached an all time high in 2008.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:03 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Mitch Landrieu” - an interview / profile of New Orleans Mayor Mitch Landrieu, who discusses the 

many problems facing his city, including corruption and the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina --and his 

determination to confront them. Also includes remarks by Verna Landrieu, his mother; and by Father 

Tony Picard, a Roman Catholic priest in the New Orleans neighborhood of St. Roch. (C: Byron Pitts - 

P: David Schneider) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Andy Rooney Topic - “Andy is puzzled by airline fees” - with airlines charging for things that used to 

be free, it’s hard to tell what the real cost of your trip will actually be. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: With baby boomers retiring at astonishing rates, they're looking for ways to replace a steady paycheck. 

Most of them are afraid of the demise of Social Security and what might happen to their unstable 

retirement in the future. Tony Hansmann with Guardian Financial Advisors gave advice on what 

people can do if they are concerned with health costs draining their savings; what to do if you are 

retired or planning on retiring in the next few years; and what to do if you are concerned about 

outliving you money. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:44 AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 60 MINUTES - SPECIAL EDITION: “Children in the Fields” - a report on children as young as 

twelve who work in agriculture, laboring in the fields as migrant workers for minimum wage alongside 

their parents. Includes interviews with: Carlos Casares, a farm worker; Jeff Darnell, a North Carolina 

farmer; Norma Flores Lopez, Association of Farmworker Opportunity Programs; Frank Gasperini, 

executive vice president, National Council of Agricultural Employers. (C: Byron Pitts - P: David 

Schneider) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Governor Haley Barbour (R-MS) (1); Representative Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), House Minority 

Leader (2) 1) Topics include: belief that the Obama administration’s policies are bad for the economy / 

claim that the Obama administration’s policies have been designed to purposefully drive up the cost of 

energy, so that Americans would use less of it; reaction to the results of a Pew Research/Washington 

Post poll indicating that Republicans are unimpressed with the current field of candidates for the 

Republican nominee for president / speculation as to who else may join the field of candidates / a 

recent speech by Governor Barbour to a religious group, reminding conservatives that a perfect 

candidate does not exist; support for the Ryan budget plan and what it proposes regarding Medicare; 

reasons behind Governor Barbour’s decision not to run for president. 2) Topics include: recent figures 

-- such as the 9.1% unemployment rate -- indicating that economic recovery is not yet underway / 

reaction to comments from Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney that President Obama has 

worsened the American economy / praise for the steps undertaken by the Obama administration to help 



strengthen the economy and prevent further decline / reaction to a January 4, 2008 quote from 

Representative Pelosi, where she criticized President Bush’s economic policies and the five percent 

unemployment rate / criticism of the Republican budget plan and the lack of a presentation of a jobs 

agenda or jobs bill from the Republicans / reminder that due to a Republican majority in the House of 

Representatives, they therefore control the agenda / role of Medicare in budget negotiations with 

Republicans. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: CBS Special Report 

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST: “CBS News: A Town Hall on the Economy - The Republican 

View” - The 7:00-8:00am hour of THE EARLY SHOW is devoted to a special town hall meeting on 

the economy with four Republican leaders. Pre-recorded on June 13 before a live audience at the 

Newseum in Washington, D.C. The panel includes Senator Tom Coburn (OK), Congressmen Paul 

Ryan (WI) and Allen West (FL), and Governor Nikki Haley (SC). They took questions from both the 

studio audience and from an online audience via a special partnership with YouTube.com. 

Correspondents / Anchors for this hour: Erica Hill, Co-Anchor, THE EARLY SHOW; Bob Schieffer, 

Moderator, Face The Nation; Rebecca Jarvis, Business and Economics Correspondent, CBS News 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:00 AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Franklin County, Ark. - Franklin County Emergency Management is filing an appeal after FEMA 

denies assistance to tornado victims. Some residents say there’s no way they can afford to rebuild 

without the federal help. Almost one month after tornadoes ripped through the River Valley, residents 

are still trying to pick up the pieces. Franklin County Emergency Management Coordinator Fred 

Mullen says FEMA is making it tougher for victims to rebuild. Many residents in Franklin, Logan, and 

Johnson counties are asking why help isn't on the way.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:02 p.m. 2:00 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Senate Republican Leader (1); Senator Chuck Schumer (D-

NY), Chairman, Democratic Policy Committee (2); Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, 

House Intelligence Committee (3) 1) Topics include: Republican focus on tax cuts and deficit 

reduction / surveys that show that unemployment is the foremost concern for the American public / 

criticism of President Obama’s handling of the economic crisis / belief that Democrats are over-

regulating the American economy / Republican interest in corporate tax reform / willingness to discuss 

raising the debt ceiling / belief that the biggest economic problem is overspending; disagreement with 

the Justice Department’s decision to try two terrorists who were arrested in Kentucky, in a civilian 

court. 2) Topics include: reaction to Senator McConnell’s criticism of how President Obama has 

handled the economic crisis / belief that deficit reduction in important, but that there has not been 

enough of a focus on job creation / examples from the job creation agenda that Democrats will be 

presenting this summer and fall / call for the job creation agenda to be factored into the ten-year deficit 

reduction plan / support for President Obama’s stimulus plan / news that the Association of Retired 

People (AARP) is willing to discuss a reduction in Social Security benefits as part of reform / 

agreement with AARP that social security should not be included in the deficit reduction plan; support 

for a reduction in American troops in Afghanistan. 3) Topics include: Representative Rogers’ reasons 

for disagreeing with Senator Schumer’s call for a troop reduction in Afghanistan / current situation in 

Pakistan. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2011 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Hard Times Generation” - a report on the impact of the economic recession on children, who are 

experiencing homelessness, hunger and poverty in record numbers. Focusing on Seminole County, 

Florida, the report includes interviews with: David Corfee and his children, Destiny and Jorge; Beth 

Davalos, who runs the Seminole County programs for homeless children; Rosa Braverman and her 

son, Jacob; and comments by various children in a group interview. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. 

Anderson, Nicole Young, Daniel Ruetenik) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

 

MILITARY 

Iraq Departures, Arrivals, National Guard 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  05-04-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two River Valley soldiers returned home from Afghanistan Wednesday. Family and friends welcomed 

the pair home with flags, hugs, and some tears. Cheers erupted at Fort Smith Regional Airport when 

Sergeant David Hickey and Specialist Blake Moran walked through the terminal. Hickey hugged her 

husband for the first time since January. Spc. Moran met his 3-month-old daughter, Kylie, for the first 

time They hug, kiss, and give thanks. Two soldiers made it home alive, but not everyone does. Just 

days after the death of Osama bin Laden, Hickey worried her husband’s leave might get cancelled. 

Family members say both soldiers are on leave for about two weeks then they will have to go back. 

Hickey says her husband will probably spend time resting and fishing over the next two weeks. Spc. 

Moran says he plans to spend as much time as possible with his daughter.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:05 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Soldiers’ Secretary” - an interview / profile of Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, who has 

announced he will retire next month. He discusses the Special Forces raid that killed Osama bin Laden; 

the potential impact of bin Laden’s death on the war in Afghanistan; the situation in Iraq; and his 

concern for the men and women in uniform, which has fueled his conflicts with Pentagon bureaucracy, 

as well as influenced his own views on military action. (C: Katie Couric - P: Tom Anderson) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Afghanistan’s Top Spy” - an interview / profile of Amrullah Saleh, at one time Afghanistan’s chief of 

intelligence. As one of Pakistan’s fiercest critics, he has long urged the U.S. to confront what he asserts 

is Pakistan’s covert support for leaders of the Taliban and al Qaeda. Also includes an interview with 

Congressman Mike Rogers (R-MI), chairman of the House Intelligence Committee; and remarks by 

U.S. Army Lt. Col. J.B. Vowell, 101st Airborne Division, Afghanistan. (C: Lara Logan - P: Max 

McClellan) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: For the second time in as many weeks a Benton County soldier has been injured while on duty in 

Afghanistan. The latest casualty is 19-year-old Nicholas Harvey of Pea Ridge. Harvey was driving a 

truck when it was hit by an improvised explosive device. Nicholas’ older brother Randall was at his 

home in Rogers when he heard the news. Nicholas, an Army Combat Engineer, suffered a number of 

injuries including nerve damage. Nicholas is recovering in a German hospital. His parents, wife and 

four-month-old son are in Germany with him. Randall has been communicating via the Internet.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:01 2 Minutes 

 



PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Honoring Our Soldiers” - a special broadcast for Memorial Day 

Weekend, featuring reports pertaining to the ongoing U.S. military effort in Afghanistan. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Medal of Honor” - a two-part interview / profile of Staff Sgt. Salvatore 

Giunta, winner of the Medal of Honor for his actions during an October 2007 firefight in Afghanistan’s 

Koregal Valley, when he risked his life to prevent the Taliban’s abduction of a wounded American 

soldier, Sergeant Joshua Brennan. Part One, which also includes interviews with Staff Sgt. Eric 

Gallardo; Sergeant Brett Perry; and Sgt. William Michael Burns, is a rebroadcast of “Medal of Honor” 

(OAD: 11/14/10). Part Two is a new interview with Sgt. Giunta about the course of his life since 

receiving the Medal of Honor last November. Part Two also includes footage of President Obama 

presenting the Medal of Honor to Sgt. Giunta at a White House ceremony; and a dual interview with 

Giunta and his wife, the former Jennifer Mueller. (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan, Jeff Newton) 

DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Relentless Enemy” - a report on the ongoing war in Afghanistan, 

focusing on U.S. soldiers of the 101st Airborne Division and Combat Outpost Zerok, one of about fifty 

combat outposts and forward operating bases along the Afghanistan border with Pakistan. Includes 

interviews with Captain John Hintz, base commander; Lieutenant Colonel John Vowell; Major General 

John Campbell. (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan, Jeff Newton) (OAD: 09/26/10) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8PM, 1 segment 

 

 

POLITICS 

Political Interviews, Gambling, Voter Registration, Foreign Policies 
 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Harry Reid (D-NV), Senate Majority 

Leader (2); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee, Senate Budget 

Committee (3) 1) Update from Tripoli, on the current political situations in Yemen, Syria, and Libya 2) 

Topics include: reaction to the violence in Afghanistan due to the burning of a Koran by a pastor in 

Florida / proposed resolution in Congress to condemn the actions of the pastor; debate as to whether or 

not America should arm the Libyan rebels; belief that America will not get involved militarily in Syria; 

proposed cuts by the Republicans to the budget / assertion that the Tea Party is controlling the 

Republican leadership in the House of Representatives / hope that a budget agreement will be reached 

in order to avoid a government shutdown. 3) Topics include: reaction to Senator Reid’s agreement 

with Mr. Schieffer’s choice of words questioning possible Republican fear of the Tea Party / belief that 

a budget agreement will be reached in order to avoid a government shutdown; burning of the Koran by 

the pastor in Florida; current situation in Libya / belief that America should provide TOW missiles to 

the Libyan rebels; concern over the current situation in Iraq / belief that American forces must remain 

in Iraq past 2011 in order to provide support to the Iraqi army, instead of arming diplomats and hiring 

private security guards. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Chairman, Committee on The Budget (1); Senator Mark 

Warner (D-VA), Co-Leader, The Gang of Six (2) 1) Topics include: reaction to statements made by 

Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner that Republican leaders have privately informed President 

Obama that they will not stand in the way of raising the debt ceiling / response to critical remarks 

against Representative Ryan from President Obama while at a Chicago fundraiser / differences 

between the Republican’s budget plan and the proposal from President Obama / explanation of his 

proposal to lower taxes for the rich in exchange for closing the loopholes and eliminating the 

deductions used by higher income earners / call for global caps on total government spending. 2) 

Topics include: reaction to Representative Ryan’s remarks on raising the debt ceiling / creation of the 

“Gang of Six” -- a bipartisan effort to resolve the budget crisis / opinion of Representative Ryan’s 

plan, which includes keeping the Bush tax cuts / hope for compromise and a bipartisan approach for 

solving America’s debt and deficit crisis. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 3)Topics include: remarks made by President Obama at Saturday’s White House Correspondent’s 

dinner, in which he poked fun at Donald Trump for embracing the “Birther” issue / Donald Trump’s 

new fixation: President Obama’s grades while he was a student at Columbia University and Harvard 

University / belief that racism is behind Mr. Trump’s questioning of President Obama’s credentials / 

thoughts on President Obama’s decision to release the long version of his birth certificate this week / 

various conspiracy theories that have plagued other presidents. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Andy Rooney Topic - “Rooney on bin Laden’s death” - Andy notes the similarities between Adolf 

Hitler and Osama bin Laden. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guest: Newt Gingrich, Republican Presidential Candidate, Former Speaker of the House of 

Representatives Topics include: reaction to Indiana Governor Mitch Daniel’s decision not to run for 

the Republican nomination for president; clarification of remarks made by him on various news 

programs, apparently criticizing Republican plans to overhaul Medicare, as well as Representative 

Paul Ryan’s budget plan / Republican and media reaction to his comments; news that in 2005-2006, he 

owed half a million dollars to the jewelry store Tiffany’s / assertion that his financial affairs are in 

order; criticism of President Obama’s speech on the Middle East -- specifically the call for a return to 

the pre-1967 borders for Israel / belief that a “fundamental reassessment” of U.S. policy in the Middle 

East is necessary / explanation of his own inconsistent policy regarding the way Moammar Qaddafi of 

Libya should be handled / reasons why he thinks that he should be the next president of the United 

States.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 60 MINUTES - SPECIAL EDITION: “Al Sharpton” - an interview / profile of the Reverend Al 

Sharpton, who has gone from street-protest agitator, to candidate for President in 2004, to now a 

trusted White House adviser who’s become the President’s go-to black leader, campaigning around the 

country for President Obama and his agenda. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Ira Rosen) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8PM, 1 segment 

 



PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Governor Jay Nixon (D-MO) (1); Representative Eric Cantor (R-VA), Majority Leader, House 

of Representatives (2); Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-FL), Chairwoman, Democratic 

National Committee (3) Guest Moderator: Harry Smith, Senior Correspondent, CBS News 1) An 

update on the current situation in Joplin, Missouri -- devastated by a massive tornado on May 22nd 2) 

Topics include: defense of a comment made by Representative Cantor, where he stated that emergency 

funding should be offset by cuts to the budget deficit; Democratic win in the special election held in 

New York / role that the Republican plan for overhauling Medicare had in securing the Democratic 

victory; support for Representative Paul Ryan’s budget plan / proposed changes to the Medicare and 

prescription drug plans / accusation that Democrats are using “Medi-Scare” tactics; recently introduced 

jobs program; Representative Cantor’s meeting with Vice President Biden over the budget and the 

necessary budget cuts; thoughts on Sarah Palin and Representative Michele Bachmann as potential 

Republican presidential candidates. 3) Topics include: reaction to Representative Cantor’s remarks 

regarding the Democratic victory in the special election recently held in New York; response to the 

Republican plan for overhauling Medicare / possible positive impact for Democrats that the Ryan 

budget plan could have on the upcoming elections / President Obama’s approval ratings / thoughts on 

what the American people want accomplished from their elected officials / a call for compromise from 

both sides regarding the budget. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Representative Steny Hoyer (D-MD), House Democratic Whip (1); Representative Paul Ryan 

(R-WI), Chairman, House Committee on the Budget (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Armed 

Services Committee (2) 1) Topics include: scandal involving Democratic Representative Anthony 

Weiner of New York, for sending sexually explicit texts and photos to several women he met using 

various methods of social media; gridlock between Democrats and Republicans over solving the 

economic crisis / acknowledgment of the economic problems President Obama inherited, but criticism 

from Representative Ryan of the economic policies President Obama has pushed through Congress in 

order to aid economic recovery / various bipartisan commissions -- the Bowles-Simpson Commission 

and the Biden Commission -- created by President Obama in order to address the deficit / difference 

between Republicans and Democrats as the best ways to address and fix the problems with the 

economy / role of Medicare in budget negotiations. 2) Topics include: thoughts on how the Obama 

administration should deal with the current situation in Syria / Senator Graham’s recent trip to 

Afghanistan / belief that the current situation in Pakistan makes them the biggest threat to U.S. 

progress in Afghanistan. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guest: Representative Michele Bachmann (R-MN), Republican Presidential Candidate Topics include: 

poll results indicating that Representative Bachmann is statistically tied with Republican presidential 

candidate Mitt Romney as the big favorites among Iowa Caucus goers / her business qualifications as 

compared to those of former Massachusetts Governor Romney / opinion of Mr. Romney’s 

Massachusetts health care plan and the similarities it has with President Obama’s plan; reasons behind 

her decision to vote against raising the debt ceiling / criticism of President Obama’s handling of the 

economic crisis / how she would handle the economic crisis if she were president; retraction of 

Representative Bachmann’s former statement that she would absolutely abolish the minimum wage as 

a way to end unemployment / call for eliminating federal limousine service for bureaucrats as a way to 

cut spending; clarification of remarks made by Representative Bachmann in 2008, labeling President 

Obama as having “anti-American views”; opposition to gay marriage / assertion that as president, she 

would only nominate judges to the Supreme Court that “are committed to the fidelity of the 

Constitution” / views on homosexuality / explanation of her Christian faith and her belief that God 

called on her to run for political office / reaction to criticism that she has been statistically erroneous in 

many of her complaints against President Obama. 



TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

 

RACE 

Civil Rights, Black History, Indian Nation, Integration, EEO 
 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The N-Word” - a report on the debate over the use of the N-word in American society, focusing on a 

newly released edition of Mark Twain’s “The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,” which has removed 

the word from the text and replaced it with â�˜slave’. Includes interviews with: Randall Williams, co-

owner and editor of New South Books, publishers; David Bradley, author, University of Oregon; 

Karen Morrill and Nora Wise, teachers at Woodbury High School, Minnesota; students Melvin Efesoa, 

Joseph Juardio, Ryan Farrell, Jeremy Richardson. (C: Byron Pitts - P: David Schneider) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

 

PUBLIC WELFARE 

Abortion, Alcohol Abuse, Abduction, Intervention, Safety Welfare 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Last week’s heavy rains damaged many streets in Northwest Arkansas. But in one community, 

residents say it’s changing their way of life. Chunks of broken asphalt and twisted railing used to run 

above this creek, part of North Wedington Blacktop Road. But after heavy rains flooded the creek last 

week, they sit here in the water below, leaving a gaping hole. A road closed sign greets drivers that try 

to come through, so many of them walk out to see the destruction for themselves. She says this is one 

of the busiest streets in her Prairie Grove community, connecting it to Fayetteville and other 

surrounding cities. She uses it every day for work, and with it gone, it will mean a longer drive.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:35 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  05-26-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Disaster relief agencies across the state and country are helping out areas hit by storms. With tornado’s 

hitting just days apart in Joplin and Arkansas the Northwest Arkansas American Red Cross Chapter 

has all of their volunteers helping out. Sunday evening, an EF-5 tornado in Joplin killed 125 people 

and left thousands homeless. A couple days later a tornado ripped through Etna, Denning, Altus, and 

Clarksville. With these storms just days apart volunteers with the Northwest Arkansas American Red 

Cross are spread thin throughout the area.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:02 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fort Smith Fire Department’s bomb squad were called out to investigate what appeared to be a 

'suspicious canister' found in an apartment. Turns out it was just a stereo amp booster, according to 

police. A maintenance worker found the device under the sink while cleaning an apartment at Summit 

Terrace on North 37th and “N” Street around 11:15 a.m. The worker said it had negative and positive 

terminals at the top of it. Police were called. The bomb squad’s robot was used to help determine what 

it was. Officials say they took all necessary precautions to make sure everyone was safe.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:04 p.m. 30 Seconds 

 

 

BUSINESS 

Business Profile, Stocks, Taxes, Bonds, etc. 



 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Co-Founder” - an interview / profile of Paul Allen, the co-founder, with Bill Gates, of Microsoft, 

on the occasion of Allen’s newly-published memoir, “Idea Man”. Allen describes his relationship over 

the years with Gates and the steps that led to the development of the personal computer. (C: Lesley 

Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Billionaire” - an interview / profile of billionaire philanthropist Eli Broad, and his many 

involvements, including education reform, medical research, and the arts, and his numerous gifts to the 

city of Los Angeles. Also includes comments by: Michael Bloomberg, Mayor of New York City; Jeff 

Koons, artist; Frank Gehry, architect; Christopher Knight, art critic, Los Angeles Times. (C: Morley 

Safer - P: Ruth Streeter) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Speed Traders” - a report on “high-frequency trading,” a controversial Wall Street stock trading 

technique in which programmed robot computers buy and sell thousands of different securities in less 

than a second. Includes interviews with: Manoj Narang of Tradeworx, a high-frequency trading firm; 

Joe Saluzzi, an institutional trader with Themis Trading LLC; Larry Leibowitz, CEO, New York Stock 

Exchange; Senator Ted Kaufman (D-DE); Mary Schapiro, Chairman, SEC. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Tom 

Anderson, Coleman Cowan) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  06-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: June 17th is “Free Cat Friday” at the Fayetteville Animal Shelter. It’s all in honor of "Adopt-a-Shelter-

Cat-Month,” and also a way to make room at the shelter. This is the first time for the event. The 

shelter, located at 1640 S. Armstrong Avenue, is using donation funds to waive the adoption fees for 

all cats and kittens. During “Free Cat Friday,” all of the available cats and kittens will be spayed or 

neutered, micro chipped and vaccinated.  

TIME AND DURATION:  12:07 25 Seconds 

 

 

PUBLIC SAFETY 

Safety Information, Safety Tips 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  04-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: On Friday Fort Smith police said they have to have visual confirmation of a tornado to sound the 

sirens. On Tuesday Fort Smith Police Chief Kevin Lindsey said several other factors would allow the 

supervisor to activate the tornado sirens. A policy at the Fort Smith Police Department allows a 

supervisor to activate tornado sirens, which also opens up emergency shelters. The policy states Fort 

Smith police will sound the sirens if the National Weather Service, a television broadcast, or a weather 

spotter says a tornado is approaching the city. Lindsey says a supervisor can also activate the sirens if 

an officer in the field sees a tornado. A weather Emergency Operations Center set up inside the 

Sebastian County Sheriff’s Department communicates with storm spotters and the National Weather 

Service. They also pass along information to local law enforcement, so departments know when to 

sound tornado sirens.  



TIME AND DURATION:  10:02 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  04-25-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: After about two hours of being closed, the Oklahoma Highway Patrol confirms Interstate 40, east and 

westbound, from Dwight Mission to the Vian Exit, is back open. The interstate shut down Monday 

after several feet of water spilled onto the roadway. Traffic started moving along Interstate 40 around 

6:45 p.m. Crews say water from Little Vian Creek spilled onto both lanes of the interstate around 5:10 

p.m. Drivers parked vehicles and waited for the water to go down. According to the Oklahoma 

Department of Transportation, crews opened the eastbound lane around 6:30 p.m. and about 10 

minutes later they opened the westbound lane. Transportation workers say they do not suspect any 

major damage on the roadway because of the flooding.US Highway 64 near Vian was also closed for a 

short time, but is now back open.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:03 p.m. 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  04-27-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Thirty-eight-year old Consuelo Santillano was swept by rapidly moving flood waters on Hwy 265 in 

West Fork Monday evening. Her 11-year-old son, Alex watched from the car as she was carried more 

than 150 yards away. State Representative Justin Harris of West Fork has known the family for years 

and say Alex tried holding onto his mother, but the water was just too strong.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:01 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  04-28-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Flood waters completely destroyed one Farmington road, stranding some residents. Now Washington 

County road crews are working to repair it, and make it possible for them to leave their homes for the 

first time in days. Pounds and pounds of rock are piling up here on this Farmington road. County crews 

are trying to make it safe to drive through after heavy rains dumped four feet of water here leaving 

nothing but a gaping hole, nearly a mile long. Jim Harwell and his family have been stuck in their 

house at the end of the road. They've been using this four wheeler to get around, cutting through their 

neighbors’ yards. They say they've never seen anything like this.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:01 pm 2minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Lara Logan” - an interview with CBS News chief foreign correspondent Lara Logan about the sexual 

assault and injuries she suffered at the hands of a mob in Egypt’s Tahrir Square on the night of 

February 11, 2011, during the riotous celebration of the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak. Also 

includes comments by Max McClellan, Logan’s CBS News producer who was with her in Egypt. (C: 

Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  05-06-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Mississippi could crest at 48 feet an all time record by next Wednesday. It's already flooding in 

Memphis. In New Orleans city leaders are preparing for floods, as they would a hurricane. In Memphis 

the National Guard is helping people evacuate their homes, and FEMA is already coordinating federal 

support ahead of flooding expected to hit the city this weekend. In New Orleans, the river isn't 

expected to crest for another two weeks, but officials there say they're getting ready now. From the 

Midwest to the gulf coast cities are bracing for record flooding. One part of the Mississippi river near 

Memphis is expected to crest at 48 feet this weekend, that's 14 feet above flood stage. Even with that 

threat, the city's mayor says they're prepared  



TIME AND DURATION:  6:02 a.m. 25 seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Sometimes looks can be deceiving but a background check gives you all the facts. Jeannie Baker is the 

National Sales Manager for Acutraq Background Screening and she joined us to talk about why 

someone should do a background check and what companies conduct these checks. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:10 AM, 4:46 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Jeannie Baker, the national sales manager for Acutraq Background Screening, discussed how 

important tenant screening is to keep neighborhoods safe; how you can protect yourself against 

identity theft; and how some third party management companies say they conduct background checks 

but they actually don’t. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:10 AM, 5:19 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: People filled the pews at local churches the first Sunday after tornadoes ripped through Johnson and 

Franklin counties. Tammy Harris is one of many who attended the service at Abundant Life 

Fellowship Church in Altus looking for hope and encouragement. She claims many are finding 

comfort in God's house after a devastating week.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:32 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Jeannie Baker, National Sales Manager for Acutraq Background Screening, joined us to talk about 

background checks and identity theft and how can you help prevent it. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:18 AM, 4:32 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Springdale, Ark. - Tyson Food, Inc., officials say 173 workers from the Berry St. plant are being 

treated after accidental exposure to chlorine gas Monday morning. Hospitals in Benton County and 

Washington County say dozens of people had to be kept overnight for observation. According to Gary 

Mickelson with Tyson, the chlorine gas came from an 'accidental mixture' around 9:15 a.m. A hazmat 

team was called and about 300 workers were evacuated from a section of the plant called “the chiller.” 

Mickelson says many plant employees began to have difficulty breathing and a burning sensation in 

their lungs.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00 p.m. 3 Minutes 

 

 

RELIGION 
 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Library” - a visit to the Vatican Library and a look at some of the oldest and most precious 

treasures in its archives, including 2,000-year-old copies of the gospels of Luke and John. Includes 

interviews with: Timothy Janz, curator; Father Michael Collins, author; Monsignor Cesare Pasini, 

library presider; Adalbert Roth, curator; Christopher Celenza, director, American Academy, Rome; 



Angela Nunez Gaetan, Mario Tiburzi, documents restoration workers. (C: Morley Safer - P: David 

Browning) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: CBS Special Report 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL - “Unemployment: How Faith Communities Help 

Job Seekers” - a report on programs created by faith communities to assist people with their job 

searches and job retraining. The programs are free of charge, conducted by experienced professionals, 

and most do not require job seekers to be members of the church or religion. This special focuses on 

four programs: 1) New York City’s Riverside Church offers a free six-week barber training program, 

taught by master barber Dennis F. Thomas, who since 1997 has trained nearly 2,000 people in the 

basics of barbering. 2) In Chicago, St. Chrysostom’s Episcopal Church offers workshops and monthly 

meetings through their Employment Council, and the Career Transitions Center of Chicago (CTC) 

offers professional, spiritual, and emotional support to those looking for work or undergoing a career 

transition. 3) St. James, a Roman Catholic Parish in Stratford, CT offers jobless support groups that 

help bolster job seekers with new skills, as well as insights as to what employers are seeking today. 

Includes comments from: Reverend Paul Sherry, Interfaith Worker Justice; Patrick Carolan, Executive 

Director, Franciscan Action Network; Debra Northern, Director of Social Services, The Riverside 

Church, NY; Anita Jenke, Executive Director, Career Transitions Center of Chicago; David Kaiser, 

volunteer career coach, Career Transitions Center of Chicago; Reverend Larry Green, St. 

Chrysostom’s Episcopal Church; Michel Cade, Program Director, St. Chrysostom’s Council 

Employment. (Narrator: Ted Holmes. Producer & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke. Associate Producer: 

Kathleen Fieffe. Executive Producer & Director: John P. Blessington. Produced in consultation with: 

National Council of Churches; United States Conference of Catholic Bishops; The Islamic Society of 

North America; Union for Reform Judaism; New York Board of Rabbis.) 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Mount Athos” - a visit to the Orthodox Christian monks who live in the complex of twenty 

monasteries on Mount Athos, spread over one hundred and thirty square miles of a northern Greek 

peninsula overlooking the Aegean Sea. Cameras capture the monastic life, including chanting, prayers, 

rituals, and the priceless relics and icons from the Byzantine Empire stored on “The Holy Mountain”. 

Includes interviews with some of the monks: Father Iakovos; Father Elisaios, Abbot of Simonospetras 

Monastery; Father Serapion; Father Thedosios; Father Averkios; Father Nikandros; Father Efraim, 

Abbot of Vatopedi monastery; Father Arsenios; Father Maximos; Father Matthew. (C: Bob Simon - P: 

Harry A. Radliffe II, Michael Karzis) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-10-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Thousands of people traveled to Fort Smith this weekend for the annual Jehovah’s Witnesses 

convention. The three day event kicked off Friday morning. By the thousands Jehovah’s Witnesses 

packed the Fort Smith Convention Center Friday. Organizers expect close to 4,000 people this 

weekend. Next weekend they will do it all over again, and then the following weekend the program is 

all in Spanish.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:02 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: CBS Special Report 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL: “Stewards of the Earth: One Planet, Many Faiths” - 

a report on how people of different faiths incorporate their religion’s teachings into various programs 

to help the earth. The special highlights the work of: 1) Earth Sangha, founded by Lisa and Chris 



Bright, a non-profit Buddhist ecological restoration organization based in northern Virginia. Both 

Chris and Lisa believe that their dharma, or life’s path, is devoted to the restoration of native plants 

and trees. 2) The Jewish Farm School near Cold Springs, New York, founded by Scott Simcha 

Schwartz and Nati Passow. The mission of the school is to practice and promote sustainable 

agriculture using methods based on Jewish traditions. 3) Ibrahim Abdul-Matin, a Muslim 

environmental activist and author of “Green Deen: What Islam Teaches About Protecting the Planet”. 

Abdul-Matin believes that caring for the environment is a cause for which people of all faiths can stand 

united. 4) Reverend Linda Springer Gruber of St. John’s United Church of Christ in Phoenixville, 

Pennsylvania discusses her parish’s commitment to the environment and social justice. The church has 

made a commitment to environmental stewardship through the creation of an organic community 

garden and requires the gardeners to donate at least ten percent of their harvest to local food banks and 

church pantries. (Narrator: Ted Holmes. Producer & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke. Associate Producer: 

Kathleen Fieffe. Executive Producer & Director: John P. Blessington. Produced in consultation with: 

National Council of Churches; United States Conference of Catholic Bishops; The Islamic Society of 

North America; Union for Reform Judaism; New York Board of Rabbis.) 

TIME AND DURATION:  12:00 PM, 30 minutes 

 

COMMUNITY 

Community Events, Issues or Problems 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  04-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Bentonville’s First Friday activities kicked off with live music with the Academy of Christ Bell Choir 

and the traditional Irish band. This Friday’s theme is “International First Friday.” And organizers are 

using the event to reach out to a country in need. The American Red Cross is also taking donations for 

the earthquake and tsunami relief efforts in Japan And whether it's taking part in the activities like 

pony rides, listening to live music, eating and checking out downtown businesses, it was a way to get 

the family together. Bentonville businesses offered special deals and some even stayed open late. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:00 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  04-07-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: There is a new gymnastics team in Pocola made up of students from all different age groups. Thursday 

night was their final performance of the year. Free Fall is made up of about 70 to 80 students from 

Pocola Public Schools. The gymnastics club got its start last October after Pocola Public Schools 

Superintendent Rauni Sherrell pitched in to teach the cheerleaders how to tumble. The program grew 

and now has students from third grade all the way up to seniors in high school. They have only been 

practicing for about six months, and admit, it did not always look good. It is a free club, completely 

volunteer, and run solely on donations. They spent the school year performing during halftime at ball 

games. Thursday night’s performance marked their last one of the year, bittersweet for Horne.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:05 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-07-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb introduced the All American Boys Choir for their performance at the Alma 

Performing Arts Center. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-09-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Sports Director John Engleman was emcee for the 4-State Lacrosse Tournament held in Bentonville at 

Phillips Park. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 



PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The stereotype for bikers is usually rough and tough, but that's not the case many times. A member of 

BACA, Bikers Against Child Abuse, gave details on their organization and community involvement. 

He also talked about Kids Day in the Park and their 100 mile ride that supports the DHS backpack 

program. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:28 AM, 5:32 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Daren Bobb, Anchor, spoke at the Fort Smith Noon Exchange Club meeting. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  04-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Meteorologist Jason Adams was emcee for the Sebastian County Relay for Life event and Program 

Coordinator Debby Etzkorn walked in the event which was a fundraiser for the American Cancer 

Society. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Ashley Ketz attended the Salvation Army Volunteer Appreciation Luncheon in Springdale and 

accepted a Certificate of Appreciation for KFSM. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-21-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Ashley Beck was emcee for the Taste of Home Cooking Show. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-21-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Daren Bobb, Anchor, was emcee of the guest segment at the Mulberry Community Theater. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-21-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Account Executive Jason Fike attended a Big Brothers Big Sisters bowling event with his son. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Chief Engineer Jimmy Pool, who is on the electronics advisory committee at University of Arkansas 

Fort Smith met with other committee members. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 



PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-23-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb took part in the BACA (Bikers Against Child Abuse) Kids/Family Day at 

Creekmore Park in Fort Smith. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  04-30-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb emceed the Crawford County Art Center fund raiser held at the Fort Smith 

Convention Center. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5 News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  04-30-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Several KFSM employees, Daren Bobb, Ashley Ketz, Shanda Sundstrom, participated in the Komen 

Race for the Cure event in Rogers to raise money for breast cancer research. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:04 PM, 1:00 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  05-04-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb took part in the Roland Hundley Memorial Golf Tournament. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  05-06-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Chief Engineer Jimmy Poole helped organize the Chick-fil-A Leadercast Voices of Change event held 

at Community Bible Church in Fort Smith and Anchor Daren Bobb was emcee. The event was 

broadcast live from Atlanta, Georgia, to locations all over the United States and was for people who 

aspire to articulate and demonstrate the power of change through positive leadership. Speakers 

included current best-selling business and leadership authors, business and sports leaders, as well as 

people with inspirational or motivational experiences to share. Jimmy is a member of the 360 

Leadership Series program whose mission is to provide professional development, networking 

opportunities, and spiritual growth. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  05-07-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb was emcee for Night in the Caribbean fundraiser for the Kistler Center. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5 News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  05-07-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local businesses, law enforcement, and KFSM employees all took part in an event called Local Fest 

held at the Phoenix Village Expo Center in Fort Smith. KFSM was the sponsor and organizer of Local 

Fest which focused on local businesses who set up booths and passed out information, food, and fun 

things for kids throughout the day. This was a great way for businesses to let people know about their 

stores. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:01 PM, 1:00 

 



PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  05-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb was emcee for the May Flower fund raiser for the Fort Smith Regional Arts 

Center. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  05-14-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Daren Bobb was emcee for the Lions Club TV Auction which aired live on KFSM-DT2. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb took part in the Muscular Dystrophy lock up held at Outback Steakhouse in Fort 

Smith to raise money for MDA. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  05-20-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb took part in the Morgan Nick Foundation Ride for Their Lives. The Morgan Nick 

Foundation helps find missing children. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Jack James and Shawn Rush talked about the upcoming Lavaca Berry Festival and all the activities 

taking place at the festival. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:18 AM, 4:19 

 

PROGRAM: 5 News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Jason Adams, Ashley Beck, Daren Bobb, Mallory Cooke, and Heather Lewis rode in the Old Fort 

Days Rodeo Parade on Monday. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:08 PM, :45 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  06-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Account Executive Tracy McMillen helped with the Scott County Pancake Breakfast Platter 

Fundraiser in Waldron; the fundraiser helped the 800 children serviced by the Boys & Girls Club. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  06-04-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Pam Euper participated in the Alzheimer’s Association Walk to End Alzheimer’s. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 



DATE AIRED:  06-04-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Sports Director John Engleman was emcee for the Fort Smith Jazz Festival. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Kimberly Enderle, the editor and publisher of Peekaboo Magazine, talked about how their parenting 

magazine got started, how it’s grown, and how it fills a void for Northwest Arkansas and the 

surrounding areas. She also talked about activities parents can plan and do with their kids this summer. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:44 AM, 5:27 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Butch Lininger with Bad Bikes discussed and event they have coming up that will let them give back 

to the community. They have a Poker Run and fish fry scheduled for June 18 that will raise money for 

a special charity. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:15 AM, 4:33 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  06-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM was a sponsor of the Washington Regional Hospice Summer Garden Party in Fayetteville and 

Anchor Ashley Ketz was emcee for the event and Anchor/Reporter Allison Woods also attended. The 

proceeds from this social gathering benefit hospice patients and their loved ones in the surrounding 

communities. Hospice enables terminally ill patients to continue living as comfortably and fully as 

possible in familiar surroundings with their family, friends, pets and personal belongings.  

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM was a sponsor of Operation Renewal Armed Forces Benefit Ride, a motorcycle ride that 

benefits the families of local soldier who are away. The ride also benefits military families by 

scholarshiping them into programs that help families stay together so we can help reduce the record 

number of divorces and suicides, as well as the growing numbers of homeless Veterans. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-23-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Downtown Springdale is about to get a major facelift thanks to the Arkansas and Missouri Railroad’s 

new multimillion dollar project. “We’re going to make significant improvements on Emma Avenue to 

beautify the project, not only our project but the whole store front on Emma Avenue,” said Jacobs 

engineer Kip Guthrie. The railroad as already torn down three of their older buildings and next they 

will replace them with a brand new 20,000 square foot maintenance facility.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-24-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM was a sponsor of The Fort Smith Riverfront Blues Fest is a premier blues event held on the 

Arkansas River and it draws national and international musical talent and is a special fundraising event 

for the organization. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:05 PM, :45 



 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Account Executives Dusty King and Jason Fike volunteered at the 2nd Annual Physician Special Tee 

Golf Invitation Tournament which benefited the Northwest Arkansas Clinical Pastoral Education 

Institute. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

 

CULTURE 

Art and Culture, Cultural Events, Sports 
 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Gospel For Teens” - a report on “Gospel For Teens’, a program founded by Vy Higgensen, a New 

York radio personality and theater producer, the aim of which is to teach the art of gospel music to 

teenagers and thereby preserve this musical genre and original American art form that has deep roots 

in the African American community. Also highlighted is the positive, self-affirming impact that the 

program has had on the lives of its participants. Includes interviews with: Vi Higgensen; participating 

students Yolanda Howard, Rhonda Rodriguez, Gabby Francois, David Moses; Darrell and Veronica 

Moses, David’s parents; Carmen Rivera, Rhonda’s great-grandmother; Melvenia Smith, Yolanda’s 

great-aunt.(C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Linda Seubold joined us to talk about the April issue of e-Fort Smith magazine. This issue includes a 

story on Stan Kujawa who’s been telling the story of Fort Smith through books filled with period 

photographs of local history and an open house at the Fort Smith Public Library to showcase his 

books. There are also articles on the actual gun and badge carried by Bass Reeves, legendary deputy 

U.S. Marshal; Easter egg hunts; and special worship programs in area churches. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:03 AM, 5:32 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: John Jeter, music director for the Fort Smith Symphony gave details on their upcoming concert that 

features pieces written by an Arkansas composer. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:20 AM, 4:16 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A tradition in the Fort Smith area is the Professional Bullrider’s Rodeo; Denny Flynn joined us with 

details about the PBR event on April 15 and other activities going on. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:31 AM, 4:44 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Teresa Schlabach with the Alma Performing Arts Center joined us to talk about The All American Boys 

Choir, their next show. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:47 AM, 4:31 

 



PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Albert Pujols” - an interview / profile of St. Louis Cardinals slugger and first baseman Albert Pujols, 

already recognized as one of the top ten players in baseball history. The report also includes a look at 

Pujols’ charity work in his native Dominican Republic, and his support for people with Down 

syndrome. Includes commentary by: Deidre Pujols, Albert’s wife; Lance Berkman, Pujols’ teammate; 

Peter Gammons, baseball writer; Brandon Johnson, 13-year-old brain tumor patient. (C: Bob Simon - P: 

Draggan Mihailovich) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  04-16-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Thousands of people came out to Kay Rodgers Park in Fort Smith to see professional bull riders 

compete in the PBR Tour. Over 4,000 people were in Harper Stadium last year for the event. You can 

only see the professional bull riders compete in Fort Smith once a year. Producer and announcer for 

PBR Jeff Le said fans should always expect a good show. Forty upcoming and professional bull riders 

competed for over $10,000 in prizes at the Phoenix Avenue Tire PBA Invitation Saturday night. Each 

one stayed on the bull as long as they could in hopes of earning money and winning points to qualify for 

the Built Ford Tough Series.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:01 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Greg Mortenson” - a profile of best-selling non-fiction author Greg Mortenson and an investigation 

into questions being raised about the veracity of certain aspects of his works, including “Three Cups of 

Tea”, and about the use of the nearly sixty million dollars donated to his nonprofit organization, the 

Central Asia Institute, whose mission is to promote education in remote parts of Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. Includes interviews with: Jon Krakauer, author and mountaineer; Mansur Khan Mahsud, 

research director of an Islamabad think tank; Daniel Borochoff, president, American Institute of 

Philanthropy; Ted Callahan, anthropologist. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Andy Court, Kevin Livelli, Maria 

Usman) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Rena Rose from Opulence talked about floral designs and their many different styles, colors, and 

textures. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:05 AM, 4:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Oaks Cemetery in Fort Smith is one of America's most historic cemeteries covering 30 acres; it’s the 

final resting place of soldiers, lawmen and outlaws; and it tells the history of the Old West in marble 

and stone. Tales of the Crypt is an event that takes place at the cemetery and features some of these 

legendary figures being portrayed by local residents. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:10 AM, 5:08 

 

PROGRAM: CBS Special Report 

DATE AIRED:  04-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS News: The Royal Wedding - live coverage from London of the wedding of Prince William and 

Miss Catherine Middleton at Westminster Abbey. In addition to the full coverage of the actual wedding 

ceremony, CBS News provided extensive live coverage as the members of the royal family and the 



wedding party made their individual ways to the Abbey. The uninterrupted live coverage, ongoing after 

the ceremony, followed the royal carriage carrying William and Catherine as it proceeded from the 

Abbey to Buckingham Palace. In addition, and as a preface to the day’s live coverage, CBS News 

presented a rebroadcast of highlights of the 1981 marriage of Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer. 

Correspondents: Katie Couric (anchor, outside Westminster Abbey); Mark Phillips (outside 

Westminster Abbey); Michelle Miller (along the route of the wedding carriage procession); Ben Tracy 

(Buckingham Palace); Elizabeth Palmer (central London); Erica Hill (Buckingham Palace). 

Consultants: Ingrid Seward, editor, Majesty Magazine; Dr. David Starkey, royal historian; Rachel 

Johnson, editor, The Lady Magazine; Victoria Arbiter, royal contributor; David Emanuel, fashion 

designer. 

TIME AND DURATION:  3:00-9:00 AM 

 

PROGRAM: CBS Special Report 

DATE AIRED:  04-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS News: The Royal Wedding: Modern Majesty - an inside look at the April 29th wedding of Prince 

William and Catherine Middleton -- now known as the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge. Includes the 

following segments: (1) “Kingdom At A Crossroad”, (2) “Windsor Knot”, and (3) “Bound For 

Buckingham”, which together provided a summary of the day’s events; (4) “Rules Of Engagement”, 

which included interviews, conducted by Troy Roberts, of Tom Bradby, a British TV Correspondent 

and close friend of the couple; and Claudia Joseph, Catherine Middleton’s biographer; (5) “Sealed With 

A Kiss” included comments by invited guests, as well as the origin of the balcony kiss, which was 

started by Prince William’s parents, Charles and Diana; (6) “Kate Couture” - Tracy Smith interviewed 

fashion designer David Emanuel, who designed Princess Diana’s wedding dress; (7) “Happily Ever 

After” - Mark Phillips visited Wales, where William and Catherine will reside after the wedding; (8) 

“Crowning Achievement” provided a look into the party at Buckingham Palace, hosted by Prince 

Charles. (Correspondents: Katie Couric (anchor, outside Westminster Abbey); Troy Roberts, CBS 

News; Tracy Smith, CBS News; Mark Phillips, CBS News. Contributors: Victoria Arbiter, CBS News 

Royal Contributor; Royal historian and contributor Dr. David Starkey; Royal contributor Ingrid Seward, 

editor, Majesty Magazine. Executive Producer: Susan Zirinsky; Directors: Eric Shapiro, Rob Klug; 

Executive Editor: Al Briganti; Senior Coordinating Producer: Katherine Davis; and Senior Broadcast 

Producer: Paul F. Ryan) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Rena Rose from Opulence talked about special floral design classes for Mother’s Day. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:18 AM, 4:56 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Linda Seubold with e-Fort Smith, talked about the newest issue of their magazine which included 

special stories on Partners in Education, gardening, travel, and the new trend of people taking their 

bibles to church...via the i-pad. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:32 AM, 5:12 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Zenyatta” - an update of “Zenyatta” (OAD: 10/31/10), a report on a six-year-old thoroughbred 

racehorse with a then-undefeated career of nineteen straight victories. Update: The update describes her 

final race in the 2010 Breeder’s Cup Classic -- which she lost -- and also describes her life in retirement. 

Includes interviews with: Mike Smith, jockey; Vic Stauffer, track announcer; John Shirreffs, Zenyatta’s 

trainer; Ann and Jerry Moss, Zenyatta’s owners. (C: Bob Simon - P: Tom Anderson) (an update of 

“Zenyatta” - OAD: 10/31/10) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 



 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fort Smith Symphony's last concert of the year will be May 21. John Jeter joined us with the details 

about the concert and the guest performer and how to get tickets. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:10 AM, 4:48 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The annual Oklahoma Renaissance Festival is back for its 16th year and Matt Hiller gave details on this 

growing festival which is an award winning event that gets better and better each year. This year there’s 

a new addition to the festival called The Italian Quarter. Matt also talked about the number of costumed 

stage and street performers participating in the festival. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:18 AM, 4:41 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 60 MINUTES - SPECIAL EDITION: Andy Rooney Topic: “Andy remembers Joe Wershba” - Andy 

pays tribute to Joe Wershba, a long-time 60 MINUTES producer who recently passed away at age 90. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Armstrong” - An interview with Tyler Hamilton, a former teammate of cyclist champion Lance 

Armstrong, who says that Armstrong and other teammates, including himself, used banned 

performance-enhancing drugs -- including EPO and testosterone -- to gain an advantage in pro races, 

including the Tour de France. Also includes comments by Frankie Andreu, former teammate, U.S. 

Postal Service team; and David Howman, director general, World Anti-Doping Agency. (C: Scott 

Pelley. Producer credits: At the beginning of Segment I: Michael Radutzky, Tanya Simon, Oriana Zill. 

At the end of Segment I: Michael Radutzky, Tanya Simon, Flora Tartakovsky. At the beginning of 

Segment II: Tanya Simon, Michael Radutzky, Keith Sharman) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Silk flowers are in style and Rena Rose with Opulence talked about silk floral arrangements and some 

silk floral design classes coming up. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:28 AM, 4:01 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The 78th Annual Old Fort Days Rodeo is coming up and it is full of entertainment, performances, and 

lots of family fun. Barry Presson who is the production chairman joined us with all the details including 

the return of a special rodeo clown, Tough Enough to Wear Pink night and Patriot Night. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:44 AM, 4:25 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  06-02-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Thousands of music lovers traveled to Franklin County for the annual Wakarusa music festival on 

Mulberry Mountain near Ozark. The show kicked off Thursday. More than 100 bands, including acts 



like Mumford & Sons, Grace Potter & the Nocturnals and My Morning Jacket, will perform during the 

four-day festival. The event also brings in an eclectic group of people from all over, including Kansas, 

Missouri and Northwest Arkansas.  

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Linda Seubold with e-Fort Smith magazine talked about their latest edition which is packed full of 

things for kids to do during the summer. There's also a great story about a girl from our area who started 

a mission for African girls when she was only 14; an article about a history conference coming up in 

July that will talk about the truth behind True Grit and the real history of Fort Smith; and a list of music 

festivals coming up in the area. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:10 AM, 5:29 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “City of David” - a report on the City of David, an Israeli archeological site in Jerusalem that lies 

beneath Silwan, an Arab neighborhood in the city. Conflict with the Palestinians has been sparked by 

the City of David’s use of discoveries at the site to try to confirm what’s in the Bible, particularly from 

the time of King David, and implicitly assert that Jerusalem belongs to the Jews. Includes interviews 

with: Doron Spielman, director of development, City of David archeological site; Yonatan and Devorah 

Adler, Jewish settlers at the City of David site; Jawad Siyam, a Palestinian native of Silwan; Nir Barkat, 

Mayor of Jerusalem. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Lady Gaga” - an interview / profile of singer and performing artist Lady Gaga (real name: Stefani 

Germanotta), who discusses her career and her approach to performing. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: John 

Hamlin) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5 Sunday Morning 

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Rogers Little Theater is celebrating Black Music Month in a unique way. Richard Prudenti joined 

us with information on how they are celebrating; what sort of music they will feature; and what their 

show will bring to the audience. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:38 AM, 4:42 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The King’s Speech” - a report on how the production of the film “The King’s Speech” occasioned the 

discovery of historic letters between the Duke of York / King George VI and his speech therapist, 

Lionel Logue, who helped him overcome his stammer. Includes interviews with: actors Colin Firth and 

Geoffrey Rush; screenwriter David Seidler; Mark Logue, grandson of Lionel Logue. (C: Scott Pelley - 

P: Ruth Streeter) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Andy Rooney Topic: “How Funny Are The â�˜Funny Papers’?” - Andy laments the demise of funny 



papers, now called comic strips. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Thousands of dollars were on the line for local fishermen Sunday as the final day of the Arkansas Big 

Bass Bonanza Tournament wrapped up. After competing in Big Bass Bonanza for more than a decade, 

Patrick Chapman of Parkdale won the tournament and $50,000 with his 6.81 pound bass caught in the 

Dumas pool. There are five pools to compete in stretching from Fort Smith to Little Rock on the 

Arkansas River. Hundreds of anglers came out to the Fort Smith pool at Clear Creek Park in Crawford 

County this weekend in hopes of catching a big pay day.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:00 p.m. 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Wynton” - an interview / profile of Wynton Marsalis, classical and jazz trumpeter and leader of the 

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra, as the group travels to London, England and Havana, Cuba. Also 

includes comments from Orchestra members Carlos Henriquez (bass player); Ali Jackson (drummer); 

Walter Blanding (saxophone); Ted Nash (saxophone); Victor Goines (saxophone). (C: Morley Safer - P: 

David Browning, Diane Beasley) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

 

GOVERNMENT 

Government Issues, Law, Taxes, Terrorism 
 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY) (1); Senator Jeff Sessions (R-AL), Ranking Member, Senate 

Budget Committee (1); Major Garrett, National Journal (2); Nancy Cordes, Congressional 

Correspondent, CBS News (2) 1) Topics include: compromise reached on April 9th, between President 

Obama and Congressional leaders, avoiding a government shutdown and including $38 billion dollars 

in cuts to federal programs / upcoming battle in Congress over raising the debt ceiling / opposing 

viewpoints over President Obama’s budget plans / differing opinions on proposed budgetary cuts and 

lowering the tax rates for upper-income Americans and corporations / Wisconsin Republican 

Representative Paul Ryan’s budget plan. 2) Topics include: reaction to the negotiations between 

Democrats and Republicans and the resulting budget deal / upcoming battle in Congress over raising the 

debt ceiling / role of the Tea Party in the budget negotiations / Wisconsin Republican Representative 

Paul Ryan’s budget plan. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) (1); Senator Chris Coons (D-DE) (1); Senator Mark Kirk 

(R-IL) (1); Representative Tim Griffin (R-AK) (2); Representative Joe Walsh (R-IL) (2) 1) Topics 

include: current situation in Syria / differing viewpoints on possible American intervention in Syria; 

contrasting opinions over recognizing the rebel government in Libya; reaction to a CBS News poll 

stating that seventy-five percent of the American people disapprove of Congress and the perceived 

direction in which America is headed / the gas crisis / public anger over the number of vacation breaks 

taken by Congress; views on raising the debt ceiling. 2) Topics include: the House of Representative’s 

budget plan, which calls for turning Medicare into a private insurance plan for those currently under 

fifty-five years of age; reaction to the CBS News poll indicating the public’s overwhelming disapproval 

of Congress; Representative Walsh’s resistance to voting for raising the debt ceiling / examples of 

attachments that would make a positive vote more palpable; high gasoline prices; viewing the Tea Party 



as a movement and not a political party. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 2) Topics include: Associated Press report quoting members of Moammar Qaddafi’s government, that 

members of Qaddafi’s family were killed in the most recent NATO air strikes in Libya / unhappiness 

with the “backseat role” America has taken in the fight to remove Qaddafi from power / call for the 

Obama administration to deploy the use of America’s air assets and to recognize the Transitional 

National Council in Libya; opinion that military intervention is not an option in Syria due to lack of 

organization by the protestors; belief that American leadership is vital and that the United States is not 

leading on a world platform; high gas prices; Donald Trump’s political aspirations. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Senator John Kerry (D-MA), Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Committee (1); Donald 

Rumsfeld, Former Secretary of Defense, George W. Bush Administration (2) 1) Topics include: the 

death of Osama bin Laden / reaction to a clip from Steve Kroft’s upcoming 60 MINUTES interview 

with President Obama, in which he states that there had to be “some sort of support network for bin 

Laden inside of Pakistan” / opportunity for change in the United States’ relationship with Pakistan and 

policies in Afghanistan / how the death of bin Laden may impact al Qaeda / support for the way the 

Obama administration has been handling the aftermath of the mission / Senator Kerry’s upcoming trip 

to Afghanistan. 2) Topics include: the death of Osama bin Laden / support for the decision made by 

President Obama to approve the mission / criticism against the Obama administration for the amount of 

information it is releasing regarding the mission / the possibility that the Pakistani government knew 

that Osama bin Laden was hiding there / belief that bin Laden’s death supports the enhanced 

interrogation techniques used during the George W. Bush administration / the future of the United 

States’ relationship with Pakistan. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Killing Bin Laden: The President’s Story” - In his first interview since the killing in Pakistan last week 

of Osama bin Laden, President Obama discusses the preparation and execution of the plan, what was 

going through his mind as he watched it unfold, and the stringent secrecy surrounding the entire 

operation. He also discusses the decision not to release the photographs taken of bin Laden’s dead body, 

and the decision to bury him at sea. Part III of the interview includes Mr. Obama’s remarks about the 

U.S. relationship with Pakistan; footage of his visits on May 5 to the World Trade Center site and to 

Engine 54, Ladder 4, the New York firehouse that lost fifteen people on 9/11; and remarks about U.S. 

commitment to Afghanistan. The interview was recorded at the White House on May 4. (C: Steve Kroft. 

Producers: Part I: Michael Radutzky, L. Franklin Devine. Part II: L. Franklin Devine, Michael 

Radutzky. Part III: Michael Radutzky, L. Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic). TRIPLE LENGTH 

SEGMENT 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 3 segments 

 

PROGRAM: CBS Special Report 

DATE AIRED:  05-12-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST - CBS Early Show - “CBS News: A Town Hall on the Economy 

with President Barack Obama” - the 7:00-8:00am hour of THE EARLY SHOW was devoted to a 

special town hall meeting on the economy with President Obama. Pre-recorded on May 11 before a live 

audience at the Newseum in Washington, D.C., President Obama took questions from both the studio 

audience and from an online audience. The entire unedited event is streamed on YouTube.com/cbsnews 

and cbsnews.com. Correspondents: Harry Smith, Senior Correspondent, CBS News; Erica Hill, Co-



Anchor, THE EARLY SHOW, Rebecca Jarvis, Business and Economics Correspondent, CBS News 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8 AM 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Face the Nation Guest: John Boehner (R-OH), Speaker, House of Representatives Guest Moderator: 

Harry Smith, Senior Correspondent, CBS News Topics include: his comments, made Monday at the 

Economic Club in New York, that a conversation about raising the debt ceiling must include reducing 

the deficit / negative reaction to remarks made by President Obama at last week’s CBS News economic 

town hall meeting calling for compromise and a shared burden / assertion that President Obama is not 

serious about deficit reduction / need to include possible cuts to Medicare and Medicaid as ways to 

reduce the deficit / promise to protect those fifty-five and older from any changes to their current Social 

Security and Medicare plans / the mortgage crisis and its impact on the U.S. economy / skepticism that 

there is anything the government can do to resolve the mortgage crisis / belief that deficit reduction is 

the key to job creation; reaction to the death of Osama bin Laden / impact on our commitment in 

Afghanistan and our relationship with Pakistan. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “Sovereign Citizens” - a report on â�˜sovereign citizens’, anti-government American extremists who 

don’t pay taxes, don’t hold a Social Security card or a driver’s license, have no regard for the police or 

the courts, and are increasingly associated with violence. Includes footage of Jerry Kane and his son 

Joe, who fatally shot two West Memphis, Arkansas, police officers in 2010; and interviews with Bob 

Paudert, West Memphis police chief; J.J. MacNab, a student of the sovereign citizen phenomenon; 

Alfred Adask, self-described sovereign citizen; and Robert Vosper, town justice, Rosendale, New York. 

(C: Byron Pitts - P: Clem Taylor) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 60 MINUTES - SPECIAL EDITION - “U.S. v. Drake” - an interview with Tom Drake, a former 

National Security Agency (NSA) senior executive who has been indicted for espionage after leaking to 

the media allegations that the NSA, the nation’s largest intelligence organization, was wasting taxpayer 

money on a costly and ineffective intelligence gathering project (code named “Trailblazer”) while 

promising technology (code named “Thin Thread”) was being ignored. Drake is being advised by the 

Government Accountability Project, a Washington legal organization that defends whistleblowers. Also 

includes interviews with: Kirk Wiebe and Bill Binney, career NSA intelligence analysts; Diane Roark, 

Republican staffer, House Intelligence Committee; Abbe Lowell, lawyer. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Glenn 

Silber, Graham Messick) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2011 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: “The Spark” - a report on how an unlicensed Tunisian fruit vendor, Mohammed Bouaziz - who set 

himself on fire in protest after confiscation of his scale by a municipal official - is now regarded as the 

spark that started the recent revolution in Tunisia which ousted the dictator Ben Ali. Also includes 

interviews with: Zied Mhirsi, Tunisian doctor and radio show host, who comments on the galvanizing 

role of Facebook, the social media and video-sharing website, in the revolution; Sihem Ben Sedrine, 

political activist; Mustapha Kamel Nabli, new governor of Tunisia’s Central Bank; and Slim Amamou, 

new interim government official. (C: Bob Simon - P: Draggan Mihailovich, Nathalie Sommer) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 


